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Front Page Story

Spain ‘not complying’
with river flow
agreement
The Pro-Tejo-Movement for the Tagus have
stated that Spain “has again failed to comply
with the Albufeira Convention”, pointing to less
water being released into the river in the last
two weeks of October.

“

Spain once again failed to
meet the minimum flow in
the last two weeks of
October, the beginning of the
new hydrologic year 2019-2020,
which lasts until September, as it
sent only six hm3 [one million cubic
metres] of water between the 14th
and 28th of that month, when the
Albufeira Convention requires
seven hm3 to be sent weekly,” said
Paulo Constantino, spokesman
for the environmental movement
based in Vila Nova da Barquinha,
in the Santarém district, to Lusa.
According to the environmental
leader, who based his calculations
on the available data on the flow of
water in the Fratel dam
hydrometric station, the missing
flow “is the result of an attempt to
comply with the bureaucratic data
of the last hydrological year, which
is now causing a recurrent and
systematic breach of the Albufeira
Convention,” he said.
According to the accounts of Paulo
Constantino, “the missing flow is
1,000,000 m3, a volume calculated
because only 6,250,000 m3 and
6,750,000 m3 were shipped,
respectively, in the 3rd and 4th
weeks of October, of the
7,000,000 m3 per week agreed in
the Albufeira Convention”, and “in
the remaining weeks, only the
minimum flow was sent as a result
of the lack of water reserves in the

Cedillo dam after the release in
September”.
In this regard, the environmental
movement has questioned the
minister of the environment and
climate action to find out “whether
clarification has already been
requested from its Spanish
counterpart regarding this noncompliance” and “what position it
intends to take to prevent such
non-compliance from dragging
on” throughout the 2019/2020
hydrological year.
A measure that would be used “on
an exceptional basis” and “in view
of the existing exceptional
problem, agreeing on a set of
integrated, financial and river
rehabilitation compensation
measures”, argued Paulo
Constantino.
“As this has not happened, the
Ponsul and Sever rivers are dry, in
need and dependent on
enormous amounts of rainfall to
replace the lost water reserves,
corresponding to 65 percent of the
storage capacity of the Cedillo
dam,” he noted, adding that the
situation was “catastrophic”.
The Movement for the Tagus
reiterated the statement that
“Spain has not complied with the
Albufeira Convention in the
hydrological year 2018/2019”,
which ended last September,
“sending Portugal a maximum of

The riverbed of the Ponsul which feeds the Tagus river with very low water lev

2,695 hm3 of the 2,700 hm3 of
annual fixed flow”.
Paulo Constantino also said he
had “reminded” the minister of the
environment, João Matos
Fernandes, that “citizens are still
waiting for the day when Portugal
and Spain make the information
about the Cedillo dam flow
available, ‘online’ and in real time,
for citizen scrutiny with total
transparency and accuracy”, a
situation that he said did not occur
at this time.
Last week, Social Democrats
accused the Environment Minister

of “contradictory and incoherent
positions” on the quantity of water
and the joint management of
Tagus flows between Portugal
and Spain, requesting additional
information from the Government
on the issue.
The Minister for the Environment
and Climate Action, João Matos
Fernandes, refused that the Tagus
River was experiencing a period of
water shortage, claiming that the
problem is in a tributary, the
Ponsul River, noting that he has
“communicated with Spain
several times” on the subject.
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N News in Brief
Four people injured by wave
Four people were treated on 12 November at Alcobaça Hospital after
being hit by a wave on some steps at S. Miguel Fort, in Nazaré, where
they were despite the danger signs, the local harbour master told Lusa.
The four victims “suffered abrasions and one of them a fractured head
when they were picked up by a wave and projected against the rocks,”
The harbour master, Paulo Gomes Agostinho, said, he also warned that
“the danger of that area is sign-posted, with a sign prohibiting access to
the site, often affected by waves of between 10 and 15 metres.

Average wage shrinks in the Algarve
The average take-home pay in the Algarve has fallen for the first
time since 2016. According to latest figures, net wages in the Algarve
dropped in the third quarter of the year 2018, to €836. Earnings in the
Algarve are also below the national average which stands at just over
€900 a month. In Lisbon, wages rose by more than 3 percent during
this period to a total of €1,036.

Antidepressant use skyrockets in Portugal
The use of antidepressants skyrocketed in Portugal between 2000
and 2017. Portugal is currently the fifth OECD country with the highest
consumption of antidepressants, with the country’s consumption
having tripled between 2000 and 2017. The Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development 2019 health sector report
shows a widespread increase in antidepressant use in the
approximately 30 countries surveyed.

Police seize 104 horses
Beja Territorial Command, through the Aljustrel Environmental
Protection Centre, have seized 104 horses during an inspection of
two livestock farms in the municipalities of Aljustrel and Ferreira do
Alentejo. The action, carried out following a complaint through the
SOS Ambiente e Território line, allowed the inspection of 115 horses,
of which 104 were apprehended for lack of identification and health
conditions. Following the inspection, an infringement for lack of
registration of livestock exploitation was also detected and the
notices of misdemeanour for lack of identification of equines and
animal welfare were lifted, punishable by fines of up to €3,750.

vels. (Photo: Lusa/Paulo Novais)

WEATHER

Wet weather for Portugal
Rain is expected across the country next week with the nights feeling
cool, especially in the north.
Lisbon: Rain is expected in the
capital on Sunday and cloud
cover is to then remain for the
rest of the week with a high
chance of rain expected on most
days. Temperatures are to
average daily highs of 16
degrees and nightly lows of 10
degrees.

The South: The weekend is to
be mainly sunny in the south with
only a chance of rain on Sunday.
From Tuesday rain is expected
every day, with showers
becoming heavier as the week
progresses. Temperatures are
to average highs of 18 degrees
and lows of 9 degrees.

The North: It is set to rain for the
entire week in the north with the
heaviest showers expected on
Sunday. Temperatures are to
average daily highs of 13
degrees and nightly lows of 8
degrees, although Saturday
night is to feel particularly chilly
with a low of 4 degrees.

More rail users in Portugal
The number of passengers carried by train increased by 3.9 percent
in 2018, to 147.4 million, while on the Lisbon metro the increase was
4.7 percent, to 169.2 million, announced INE. At the end of 2018, the
total extension of Portugal’s rail network remained unchanged
compared to the previous year, totalling 3,620.8 kilometres and, on
31 December 2018, there were 370 locomotives, 3,072 freight cars
and 999 passenger carriages. In terms of underground transport,
there were 244.1 million passengers using all three metro systems
(Lisbon, Porto and South Tagus) in 2018, which corresponds to an
increase of 4.3 percent compared to the previous year.
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Authorities forced to release Hells Angels
Thirty seven of the 40 defendants in the Hells Angels case were released on 11 November as they had reached the
maximum period of pre-trial detention (one year and four months).

The defendants were charged by the MP with criminal association,
attempted qualified homicide aggravated by weapon use, offense to
physical integrity, extortion, theft, drug trafficking and the
possession of weapons and ammunition.

A

ccording to Lusa and
defense attorneys, 33 of
the 36 defendants who
were in custody were
released, as well as four
defendants who were under
house arrest.
As the preliminary decision
(whether or not to bring the
defendants to trial) will not be

given until 18 November, these
40 defendants had to be
released as they reached the
maximum period of pre-trial
detention.
Initially, the Public Prosecution
Service (MP) charged 89
defendants, but five were
separated from the main
proceedings (which left 84

defendants), which led to two
other cases, distributed to the
Lisbon Criminal Court: one with
a defendant, who was arrested
in Germany and last week
arrived in Portugal and was able
to walk free; and another who
was left with four defendants,
who were already at liberty.
In a TCIC order to which the Lusa
agency previously had access,
the criminal investigating judge,
Conceição Moreno, assumed
the “competence” to carry out
the instructive phase and
admitted the opening requests
of the 71 defendants who
presented them.
Twenty-three of the defendants
will be questioned during the
investigation phase, but
Conceição Moreno has not
scheduled the sessions yet,
explaining that “a date will be set
in due course” for these
interrogations.
The order signed by Conceição
Moreno reveals that these
records began on 24 January,
2017 in the Judiciary Police,
which sent them to the Central
Department of Investigation and
Penal Action (DCIAP) on 2
February of that year.
On that day, the case was

referred to the Attorney
General’s Office, which
assigned DCIAP investigative
jurisdiction, which led to its
referral to this department on 16
February, 2017, and was
distributed the following day.
The prosecution’s prosecution
was handed down on 10 July,
2019 and the case was
distributed to the TCIC on 10
October, after the Lisbon and
Loures Criminal Investigation
Tribunal were declared
“territorially incompetent” for the
completion of the instructional
phase.
The prosecution claims that the
89 defendants of the Hells
Angels group devised a plan to
annihilate a rival motorcycle
gang through physical force and
using various weapons to cause
them serious injuries, “if
necessary to death,” including
Mário Machado. (leader of the
far-right New Social Order
movement), who was accepted
as an assistant in the process.
The defendants were charged
by the MP with criminal
association, attempted qualified
homicide aggravated by
weapon use, offense to physical
integrity, extortion, theft, drug

trafficking and the possession of
weapons and ammunition
among other crimes.
The prosecution, to which Lusa
had access, reports that the
defendants went in March 2018 to
the Mesa do Prior restaurant
(Prior Velho, Loures municipality,
Lisbon district) “armed with
knives, axes, sticks and other
piercing objects” to try to seriously
injure or even kill six other
members of the rival group Red &
Gold, which belongs to the Los
Bandidos structure.
The defendants, it is said, entered
the restaurant with iron and
wooden hammers, tubes and
bars / rods, iron chains, axes,
brass knuckles, extendable sticks
and knives, with the intention of
eliminating or severely injuring
various elements of the ‘Red &
Gold’ gang.
DCIAP prosecutors concluded
that the actions of those involved
in the process “followed
operational planning through
recruiting members and
supporters, obtaining weapons,
camouflage clothing, means of
transport, defining
concentration points and tasks
during the attack as well as
escape planning. ”
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Police dismantle euro forging gang
Spanish Police have arrested six people in an
operation to dismantle an illegal printing works in
Huelva (Andalusia) that produced counterfeit
notes that were distributed in Spain and Portugal.

I

More than 8,200 euros in counterfeit notes with a face value of 10, 20 and 50 euros were seized by Spanish
police

British Embassy issues voting advice
British citizens who have been
abroad for up to 15 years (and
were previously registered to vote
at a UK address) can register as
overseas voters. Further
information can be found at https://
www.gov.uk/voting-when-abroad.
The Embassy advises that if you
are in Portugal and are eligible to
vote in the General Election on 12
December, you have the options of
voting by proxy or by post. “We
recommend that you consider
voting by proxy (nominating a
suitable person in the UK to vote

on your behalf). It takes time for a
postal vote to be delivered,
completed and returned,
especially if you live abroad,” said
a statement from the Embassy.
For those who want to vote by
proxy in Great Britain, the deadline
for your local Electoral
Registration Office to receive your
proxy vote application is 5pm
(GMT) on 4 December.
If you want to vote by post in
Great Britain, your local Electoral
Registration Office must receive
your postal vote application by

n a joint operation with
Europol (the body that
coordinates the European
police forces), a clandestine
printing plant was “dismantled”
in Huelva and “the distribution” of
250,000 counterfeit euros in
Spain and Portugal was avoided.
More than 8,200 euros in
counterfeit notes with a face
value of 10, 20 and 50 euros, two
pistols, three printers, three
computers, large quantities of
paper, metallic materials, ink
cartridges, cutting instruments
and other materials for
counterfeiting money were also
seized.
The police explained that the
investigation began in March of

this year, when counterfeit
notes were detected, and it was
concluded that the criminal
organisation operated from
the province of Huelva, which
borders the Algarve, where
the notes were apparently
distributed in small shops
and bars.
The police then discovered that
the counterfeiters not only
distributed them in southern
Spain, but also in Portugal.
“Once the printer had been
dismantled and the person
responsible for the counterfeit
had been arrested, the
investigators located and
arrested the five distributors of
the counterfeit notes. TPN/Lusa

The British Embassy in Lisbon has issued advice to UK citizens regarding the
upcoming UK election on 12 December.

5pm on 26 November, in order to
send your postal voting pack to
your overseas address. Your
postal vote must then arrive at your
Electoral Office in the UK by 10pm
on 12 December.
You cannot vote by post from
abroad if your registered voting
address is in Northern Ireland. If
you are registered to vote in
Northern Ireland, your application
to vote by proxy must be received
by 5pm on 21 November by the
Electoral Office for Northern
Ireland.

If you are an overseas voter, you
should renew your registration
every year. If you have not yet
registered to vote, the registration
deadline for the forthcoming
General Election is midnight on 26
November (GMT).
“We are aware that many
members of the British community
in Portugal have lived outside the
UK for longer than 15 years and,
under current British electoral law,
cannot vote in UK General
Elections.
“Earlier this year, under the

previous Parliament, the
Government supported Glyn
Davies’ Private Member’s Bill on
Votes for Life, which would have
extended the basis on which
British citizens outside the UK
qualify to participate in General
Elections. However the Bill failed
to pass the Report Stage in the
House of Commons. The question
of voting rights for British citizens
living overseas will therefore be a
matter for the next Government to
take forward,” concluded the
Embassy
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MB Way scam warning

Portugal’s PSP police force has warned of an increase in
occurrences related to scams through the MB Way banking
app, having registered between January and May 135
complaints.

T

PSP recommend that people refuse to pay through the MB Way app if they do not
understand how it works

he PSP alert was published on
Facebook, in which it warns of an
increase of this type of scams as
well as recommendations.
According to data from PSP, in 2018
there were 99 occurrences recorded
related to scams through the MB Way app
and between 1 January and 31 May there
were 135.
The police said that, according to the
investigation and analysis of the Criminal
Investigation Department of the PSP, the
‘modus operandi’ aims to take advantage
of the ads that victims put online for the
sale of objects on sites dedicated to this
type of trade (OLX, CustoJusto, among
others).
“Later, they are contacted by telephone by
supposed buyers who show interest in
that purchase,” the PSP said.
Following this contact, the alleged buyers
convince the victims to go to an ATM to
pay for the item via MB WAY.
“When they manage to deceive the victim,
they take advantage of their lack of
knowledge about the MB WAY app and,
through misleading indications about the
procedures to be adopted, they can
access the victim’s bank account and

make several withdrawals and
purchases illegitimately,” they said.
According to the PSP, the victim is thus
led to entering into the ATM the suspect’s
mobile phone number and the provision
of the respective code, associating it with
his or her ATM card, convinced that these
are the proper procedures to receive
payment through the MB WAY, eventually
falling into the trap.
According to the authorities, the victim
thus gives access to the account that is
linked with the ATM card, thus allowing
undue withdrawals from the bank
account.
In this sense, the PSP recommend that
they refuse to pay through the MB Way app
if they do not understand how it works.
It also recommended that people always
try to do business in person if they are in
the same geographical area as the buyer,
receive payments in person or through
bank transfer and never follow
instructions from strangers to make the
payments.
Finally, the PSP stressed that in case of
doubt, the information should be
requested from the bank about the
operation of the app.

EU to subsidise private storage of virgin olive oil
The European Commission has adopted an exceptional aid package for private storage of virgin
olive oil to balance markets, marked by falling prices for the product, notably in Portugal and Spain.
“Given an oversupply following the
2018-2019 harvest, prices on the
Spanish, Greek and Portuguese
markets have been particularly low,”
said the European Commission in a
statement.
Markets are being affected by the
sharp fall in prices in Spain, the
largest producer and exporter of
olive oil, where extra virgin olive oil
prices were 33 percent below the
five-year average in mid-October.

By comparison, in Greece olive oil
was marketed at a price 13.5
percent below the five-year average.
In April, the average price of virgin
olive oil in the European Union (EU)
was the lowest since October 2014,
at €265 per 100 kilograms, 14
percent less than in the same month
last year.
The EU forecasts an increase in
stocks of 859,000 tonnes of olive oil
in the 2018/2019 marketing year,

with 88 percent coming from Spain,
which, combined with the
expectation of a harvest in 2019/
2020 threatens the European
market, hence the need for
intervention.
Contracts for private storage aid
cover a period of 180 days.
Virgin olive oil producers from
Portugal, Spain, France, Greece,
Italy, Croatia, Cyprus, Malta and
Slovenia can apply.

Given an oversupply following the 2018-2019 harvest,
prices on the Spanish, Greek and Portuguese markets have
been particularly low

Advertiser’s Announcement
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Brexit and your Expat Life - Take Control Today
For British expats in Portugal who are worried about the possible consequences of No Deal Brexit (still a very real
possibility at the time of writing) there are at least two certainties: residency rights and healthcare access are secure until
the end of 2020.

H

owever, only
those British
expats who are
already resident on the
official date of Brexit will be
guaranteed a permanent right to
reside, and they will still need to
apply for a registration certificate.
Unfortunately, the issue of
pensions for British expats in
Portugal post-Brexit remains
altogether less clear. As it stands,
we are currently in the situation of
not knowing whether there will
be a deal or indeed whether
there might be a second
referendum or even no Brexit at
all.
Take control of the things
you can control
In a way, it is unhelpful to fixate on
the things we cannot control or
predict and if the last few months
have taught us anything it is that
Brexit, despite the considerable
efforts of successive prime
ministers, is too complex to
govern easily and the whole
process quite simply refuses to
play out in a predictable way.
Inevitably, this has brought about
a great deal of uncertainty; not
least for the 1.3 million British
expats living in the European
Union who have rightful
concerns about how their longterm futures and retirement
plans will be affected, particularly
in the event of No Deal.
Against this background, while
taking control of your wealth
management is recommended,
emotion and fear can easily drive
you into making bad decisions,
particularly during times of
economic or political volatility.
One way to stay disciplined and
stick to your retirement planning
strategy is to take trusted,
regulated financial advice about
the future of your cross-border
assets, especially private
pension funds, which face an
uncertain post-Brexit future.
Your pension and Brexit
This period of uncertainty is the
ideal time to review your pension
planning options and to consider
whether a transfer of your UK
based employer scheme into a
Qualifying Recognised Overseas
Pension Scheme (QROPS) or
Self Invested Personal Pension
(SIPP) might be better suited to

your long-term interests.
It is also useful to consider what a
no-deal Brexit might mean for
UK-based funds and your
spending power. For example,
many UK pension schemes are
heavily weighted towards UKbased assets; if you are a
member of one of these
schemes, any UK economic
downturn precipitated by Brexit
could adversely affect your future
spending power.
It is important to remember you
should only ever take pensions
advice from a fully regulated and
independent firm. There are
many unconscionable and
unregulated firms in operation
that are looking to prey,
opportunistically, on the uncertain
climate caused by Brexit. As such,
only ever look to take on a firm
with clear credentials and,
whenever possible, seek
references and make necessary

checks with the appropriate
regulatory body.
Make
contingencies
The Association of British
Insurers has warned that a nodeal Brexit may prevent some
insurance companies from
being able to pay pensions to
British expats. The organisation
claims that unless the UK
negotiates a temporary “mini
Brexit” deal or succeeds in
striking deals on a country-bycountry basis, these insurance
companies will not have the
facility to make payment.
Here at Blacktower, we believe
that this is unlikely to be the case
and strongly suggest that
making any change to your
pension plans without taking the
proper advice is likely to be a far
riskier move than waiting for a
definite outcome. However, any
person who is dependent on
payments from a UK scheme for

all or some of their cashflow
should look into making
sufficient contingencies to
ensure they are able to maintain
their usual level of cashflow in the
event that No Deal occurs and
there are any short-term issues.
Blacktower
Financial
Management, so you can
plan with confidence
Blacktower Financial
Management has an
outstanding track-record in
assisting clients to understand
and manage the situations that
affect them. From our office in
Lisbon we provide British expats
in Portugal with specialist bilingual cross-border wealth
management and pension
planning so that they can
confidently achieve their financial
goals.
As an EU licensed and regulated
firm of many years’ experience,
we can provide references and

testimonials from recent clients
who have been through the
pension planning process with
us. Speak with us today about
putting contingencies in place,
whatever the future may hold.

Article by: Antonio Rosa,
Joint Country Manager Lisbon

ADVICE FROM BLACKTOWER
The Blacktower Group was formed in 1986 and has earned its reputation providing wealth
management and pensions planning advice to clients in the UK as well as those who are resident
abroad. Our proven and bespoke service can help you accomplish your financial goals.
With offices in the Algarve and Cascais and representatives servicing expats all over Portugal, we can
help you today by calling 289 355 685 or 214 648 220 or email info@blacktowerfm.com. All companies
under the Blacktower Group are Regulated/Licenced in the locations they are positioned. For full details
on how and who we are regulated by please visit www.theblacktowergroup.com
www.blacktowerfm.com
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Robot used to combat forest fires
Silves council has acquired a deforestation crawler robot, which will improve the “work and safety” of fire prevention workers.

S

Since 2014, the municipality has had a more active response in deforestation, access creation and cleaning
of the fuel lanes. (Photo: Lusa/Nuno André Ferreira)

peaking to Lusa, the
mayor of Silves, Rosa
Palma, said that this is
“the first public equipment
of this specificity to operate in the
Algarve”, which will allow it to
act “more immediately on roads
and in areas close to urban
areas”.
The machine, which can be
remotely manoeuvred, will
allow it to operate in areas that
are difficult to access without
compromising the safety of its
operators, facilitating the work
of fire prevention workers.
The teams of fire prevention
workers will have specific
training to manoeuvre the
equipment, which represents
an investment of €75,000.
The municipality intends to
increase its capacity to
intervene in the creation of
areas for the defence of
settlements and roads,
ensuring its implementation in
the main risk areas: São
Marcos da Serra, São

Bartolomeu de Messines and
Silves.
Since 2014, the municipality
has had a more active response
in deforestation, access
creation and cleaning of the
fuel lanes, having even
established an agreement with
the Portuguese Army for this
purpose.
However, according to Rosa
Palma, while “there is no
guarantee of 100 percent
protection,” as happened in the
great fire of 2018, there is a
“calmer conscience in
anticipating and preventing
what is possible.”
The mayor of Silves recalled
that in recent years, it was not
until 2019 that the county “was
not devastated by a fire”.
In August last year, the fire that
started in Monchique - the
largest in Europe in 2018 - also
spread to the municipality of
Silves, forcing dozens of people
out of their homes as a
precaution.

More of the Guadiana navigable by month’s end
Safe navigation on the Guadiana River between the Vila Real de Santo António (Algarve) and Pomarão (Alentejo) will be
possible by the end of this month, Mértola City Council said.
According to the
municipality the contract to
allow navigability between
Alcoutim, in the district of
Faro, and Pomarão, in the
municipality of Mértola,
district of Beja, will be
concluded by the end of
this month, “allowing safe
day and night navigation”
on that international
section of the river.
The contract for the
maritime dredging and
marking works to allow
navigability in the
international section of the
Guadiana between
Alcoutim and Pomarão
was signed on 12 July this
year, in a ceremony at the

Pomarão Interpretation
Centre that was attended
by the then Minister of the
Sea, Ana Paula Vitorino.
At the time, the minister
said that the contract,
budgeted at €611,925,
corresponds to the third
phase of the project to
allow the navigability of the
Guadiana between Vila
Real de Santo António and
Mértola, which will cost €6
million and should be
completed in 2021.
As part of the project,
under the responsibility of
the General Directorate of
Natural Resources, Safety
and Maritime Services
(DGRM), two phases have

already been carried out,
which made it possible to
navigate two international
areas of the Guadiana, the
area between the
entrance of the Vila Real
de Santo António bar and
the international bridge
and the section between
Vila Real de Santo António
and Alcoutim, in the
Algarve.
In a statement, the
Alentejo council said that
the next phase in the
restoration of navigability
conditions in the
Guadiana will focus on the
exclusively Portuguese
section between Pomarão
and the town of Mértola.

The contract for the maritime dredging works to allow navigability in the international
section of the Guadiana between Alcoutim and Pomarão was signed on 12 July.
(Photo: Lusa/Luís Forra)
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Portugal and Italy
with common EU
migration position

“EuroGuadiana 2020” project
to create eurocity

The presidents of Portugal, Marcelo
Rebelo de Sousa, and Italy, Sergio
Mattarella, said they share the same
vision on the European project and
defended the importance of a
common EU position on migration.

Bringing the Algarve closer to Andalusia with the implementation of a “European
laboratory” of cross-border governance is one of the objectives of the
“EuroGuadiana2020” project.

“Europe is entering a new cycle and in this
new cycle Italy and Portugal agree on the
essentials: Europe must have a common
position on migration”, Marcelo Rebelo de
Sousa said, adding that “Portugal thanks
Italy for the courage, almost the heroism,
with which it faced this drama alone at the
outset”.
Sergio Mattarella also said that there is “a
common vision” between the two countries
on the current European framework and
promised that Italy will support the
Portuguese presidency of the European
Union in 2021 “in all ways”.
On the subject of migration, the Italian
president maintained that “only the Union
has the size and the possibility to tackle the
problem effectively” and that no Member
State is capable of doing so alone.
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa also said that
“Portugal has shown its solidarity in
welcoming migrants, in supporting Italy” and
has been committed “to finding solutions
that are from all over Europe, but flexible,
sensible, moderate - as is the case of those
recently agreed upon in Malta”.

11

T

he acting president of
the Guadiana
eurocity, Natalia
Santos, told Lusa that
the project aims to provide the
eurocity - made up of Castro
Marim, Vila Real de Santo
António and Ayamonte - with
mechanisms to make the
border a point of connection
between both regions.
EuroGuadiana 2020 aims to
implement a European
laboratory of cross-border
governance, in which experts
from the three municipalities
and the universities of the
Algarve and Huelva (Spain)
will seek “points of union” and
“differentiation” that can bring
the two sides of the border
together.
The European cross-border
cooperation programme
INTERREG VA SpainPortugal, considers this “first
permanent laboratory of
cross-border governance in
the euroregion Alentejo-

EuroGuadiana
2020 aims to
implement a
European
laboratory
of crossborder
governance

Algarve-Andalusia” will begin
to “dilute the border more
directly”.
The initiative will be based on
“working to see what the needs
are” in that cross-border area
and, “with the support of the

European Union, addressing
the problems and finding
solutions to the needs that are
detected”.
“It will address cultural,
sporting, linguistic and
organisational issues, but

above all we will work on
planning for the future and we
will do so with the support and
collaboration of the best, as
shown by the presence of the
universities of Huelva and the
Algarve”.
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Portugal recovery is a ‘success story’ - European
Mechanism
The Director of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) considered the recovery of
Portugal’s economic situation to be a success story.

“

Portugal was under financial assistance as part of a macroeconomic adjustment
programme between 2011 and 2014. (Photo: Lusa/António Cotrim)

Portugal is a success
story. It is one of our
five success stories
[together with
Ireland, Spain, Greece and
Cyprus],” the director of the
ESM said.
Responding to a question
from Lusa at a meeting
with correspondent
journalists in Brussels at
the ESM headquarters in
Luxembourg, Klaus
Regling recalled that
Portugal was able to leave
the assistance
programme three years
after the start.
“A few years later, the
positive effects of the
reforms implemented are
notorious,” he stressed in
his response to Lusa,
adding that Portugal now
has, for the first time in 50

years, a balanced budget
and high growth, above the
average for the eurozone.
“And unemployment levels
continue to fall, which are
now below those recorded
before the crisis,” he said.
According to Klaus
Regling, the problem was
that the results did not
come out right away.
“The pace [of economic
growth] was slow during
the programme and the
population sometimes did
not like the measures
implemented, which is
normal because
sometimes these
adjustments are painful
because they include a
reduction in wages and
cuts in pensions. They also
cover structural reforms,
and when that happens,

people are usually not very
happy,” the director said.
Portugal was under
financial assistance as
part of a macroeconomic
adjustment programme
between 2011 and 2014.
Despite acknowledging
the very positive situation
of the Portuguese
economy, Klaus Regling
pointed out that one area
where there is work to be
done is that of NPLs (nonperforming loans).
“In Portugal, the NPLs are
above the European
average, but still much
lower than a few years
ago,” he said.
He added that they have
been going down year
after year and, therefore,
he is confident that this will
continue to happen.

has denied being involved in a scam relating to renting holiday homes
Woman denies holiday rental scam Ain woman
the Algarve, which has adversely affected at least four people.
N

The defendant, an Ovar-born
shopkeeper, is charged with four
simple fraud crimes, along with
two other women (sisters), who
did not attend the first session of
the trial.
The facts date back to August
2017, when the three women are
accused of scamming at least four
people, causing a loss of €2,200
by renting houses that did not
belong to them for holidays in the
Algarve, particularly in the areas of
Quarteira, Albufeira and
Vilamoura.
Faced with the panel of judges,
the woman claimed to have been
contacted by another defendant,
married to a colleague of her

boyfriend, with the aim of
attracting people to rent holiday
homes in the Algarve, receiving in
return €100 for each rented
house.
She said that at first it went well,
saying that she herself went on
holiday twice to the Algarve,
staying in houses provided by the
defendant.
According to the woman, the
problems only started to appear in
August, when the alleged head of
the scam started to contact her
saying that there were problems
with the rented houses.
“She always had a different
excuse. She once said there was
a problem at the agency and they

couldn’t get the keys,” she said.
The defendant also said that
she had contacted all the
customers by telephone to advise
them not to go to the Algarve,
because there were problems
with the houses and to demand
the money back and complain.
The accused even spoke of
“thousands” of people being
scammed. “There are many
more people who have not
complained. We are really talking
about a lot of people. It was
horrible,” she said.
According to the prosecution
(MP), the three women decided
to rent holiday homes in the
Algarve at “inviting” prices and in

“pleasant” places, through an
advertisement placed on a
Facebook page of one of the
defendants.
According to the investigators,
the photos used in the ad were
obtained and copied from
legitimate vacation rental sites, to
more easily convince stakeholders
of the seriousness of the deal.
The defendants made the
reservations of the houses by
paying an amount by bank
transfer, but when they arrived at
the place, the found that no
reservation had been made and
the place in question was not and
never was available for
occupancy.

KIM
SCHIFFMANN

The holiday home scam involved
rental properties in various
locations in the Algarve,
including in Quarteira.
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Portugal promoting itself to Hollywood
The Portuguese Film Commission has been in Los Angeles to promote the country as a destination for filming, with positive
results already being felt from previous efforts.

Highlighted were several features of the Portuguese territory, such as
geographical position, diversity of landscapes and accessibility

T

he commission
attended the 40th edition
of the American Film
Market (AFM) where
they were then able to present
the country to various studios and
executives “to promote Portugal
as a film destination in the broad
sense”, said Commissioner
Manuel Claro.
The Portuguese delegation, also
made up of executive director
Inês Queiroz and project
manager Teresa Graça, met with
executives from HBO, MGM,

Warner Bros and Universal
Studios, among other studios,
and independent producers
interested in filming in Portugal.
“For a long time, there was a total
lack of knowledge of the country,”
said Manuel Claro, stressing that
Portugal was not proactive in filmtaking initiatives and that although
the big studios are still waiting for
others to take the leap “to see how
it goes,” things are changing.
In addition to meetings with
studios, the Portugal Film
Commission had a direct

presence at AFM 2019’s
LocationExpo, a space dedicated
to cities or countries wishing to
attract television and film
productions. “Until a couple of
years ago, Portugal was not on
anyone’s radar and now it is
starting to be on the radar of
many,” said the commissioner.
Monetary incentives of up to 30
percent of eligible expenses
made in Portugal, with advance
payments as soon as the contract
is signed, were the main
attraction presented by the
commission, but not the only one.
Highlighted were several features
of the Portuguese territory, such
as geographical position, diversity
of landscapes and accessibility.
“We have a very interesting and
varied set of locations within a very
short distance and within easy
reach,” said Manuel Claro,
highlighting the country’s “good
routes” with six international
airports and direct flights to most
European capitals and, since
summer, a direct connection
between Lisbon and California.
“In addition, one of the great
assets is the quality of our artistic
teams,” said the commissioner,
noting that there may not be “a
huge number” of professionals,

but this is offset by the fact that the
teams are “very competent and
“very used to international coproduction”.
Manuel Claro added that “the fact
that we are the third safest country
in the world, according to the
Global Peace Index” is a point
valued by the studios.
The associated costs of filming in
Portugal were also highlighted by
the team: “I don’t like the word
cheap, but we are truly competitive
and have competitive rates in
terms of equipment and technical
equipment hire,” he said.
Incentives to come and film in
Portugal have already attracted
40 productions to the country
according to Claro.
The incentive funded by the
Tourism, Cinema and Audiovisual
Support Fund is directed to
productions with costs starting at
€500,000 and has characteristics
that the Portugal Film
Commission considers to be
competitive. “The goal was to
create a differentiating cash
rebate internationally,” said
Manuel Claro, explaining that the
25 percent to 30 percent bonus
depends on eligible expenses
made in Portugal and that the
system is different from incentives

given by other countries, like
Poland and Romania.
Among the films that benefited
from the monetary incentive are
“Frankie”, directed by the
American Ira Sachs, “Liberté”, by
Albert Serra, “Patrick”, Gonçalo
Waddington’s first feature film,
and “Color Out of Space”, directed
by Richard Stanley, starring
Nicolas Cage and shot entirely in
Portugal.
The highlight of these productions
at international festivals, such as
Cannes, Venice, Locarno, San
Sebastián and Toronto, led
Manuel Claro to affirm that “the
summer of 2019 for Portuguese
cinema was absolutely
extraordinary”. “A Herdade”, a film
directed by Tiago Guedes who is
in the running for an Oscar
nomination for Best Foreign Film,
was shown during the American
Film Market and is also a
production that received support
from the incentive programme.
The Tourism, Film and
Audiovisual Support Fund has a
budget of €12 million per year, of
which €660,000 is delivered to the
newly created Portugal Film
Commission and the rest
finances cash rebates, in advance
format, to productions that qualify.
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Portuguese shoppers spending more
Portuguese nationals are shopping more often and spending more money for the first time in four years

“It is the first time, in four years, that the increase of the two variables occurs
simultaneously,” Centromarca said in a statement.

A

ccording a study
conducted by
Kantar for the
association of
branded products
‘Centromarca’, the 8th
‘Marcas+Consumidores’
the frequency Portuguese
nationals go shopping
increased in 2019 to 46.9
days, as well as the
amount spent on each of
these visits to stores (3.2

percent more compared to
the previous year).
“It is the first time, in four
years, that the increase of
the two variables occurs
simultaneously,”
Centromarca said in a
statement.
Even so, it added that the
feeling of savings
associated with these acts
of purchase is positive
since in the last year

nationals managed to save
€141 compared to €126 of
average savings recorded
in the previous year.
According to the study, the
trivialisation of sales
allowed nationals to buy
products at a discount on
68.7 percent of shopping
trips, without the average
discount having
increased.
On the contrary, in 2019,

the average discount on
promotions fell by 1.4
percentage points, they
said.
Distribution brands are,
according to the study
published, the ones that
benefit most from this
movement, continuing to
gain the confidence of the
Portuguese and to grow in
the natural territories of
manufacturers’ brands.
The loss of impact of
promotional actions and
lower performance of key
moments of the year, such
as Christmas and
summer, prevent the
brands of manufacturers
from growing at the level of
distribution brands (MDD),
the study also pointed out.
At the same time, the MDD
brands are now focusing
more on summer activity,
most of the time with
products that avoid the
seasonal factor, such as

oils and olive oil, baby food
and eggs.
One of the key elements of
this trend is the increasing
focus on the
communication of MDD
brands, they said.
At the same time as there
is an increase in
consumption at home,
consumption outside the
home decreases, and in
2019 the smallest share of
the last three summers
was recorded.
“This decrease was due to
two factors: a cooler
summer and a growing
incentive to consume
indoors. Still, although
less frequent, out-of-home
consumption involves
higher spending on
consumption. This
increase is justified by an
increase in shared
consumption occasions,
which imply on average a
56 percent higher

expenditure than
individual consumption,”
the study said.
The analysis said that 77
percent of out-of-home
consumption takes place
in Horeca consumption
spaces (hotels,
restaurants and cafes) and
11 percent in modern
distribution spaces, with
the new formats of largescale distribution
increasingly closer to
Portuguese consumers
and the emergence of new
players reinforces the
weight of MDD brands in
out-of-home
consumption.
Centromarca was founded
in June 1994 and its
mission is to create an
environment of fair and
intense competition for
brands that encourages
innovation and provides
maximum value to
consumers.

Financial Planning – In Plain Sight
The world is forever changing, and change is a constant. Do you sense an
increase of the speed of change? Are you feeling as though an endless
administration of your personal financial life involves you being hounded
by your bank, your stockbroker, your pension provider or financial
manager to provide more information every single time you open an
email or letter, citing changing regulations, taxes, etc, etc?
Notwithstanding your best interests and graft, many
consumers of financial products are expressing their
dissatisfaction with being treated akin to suspects
forced to stand in a line-up, turn out their pockets
and surrender all their secrets! Guilty before proven
innocent! If you combine this experience with the
general mood of discontent, you can quite easily
associate with the current feeling of global populism
that has been gaining traction of late.
However, don’t be fooled. We ignore change at our
peril. Essentially, these matters are influencing
investment sentiment and attitudes to risk through
a series of well-publicised and, soon to be, historical
and political policies designed to control our kneejerk financial decisions.
Astute sense will take the time to consider and review
the medium to longer-term effects to your financial
planning. These key moments are where a considered
creative plan should be conceived to protect your
wealth for growth, successfully preserving for the
duration, regardless of how that gradient of change
scales in the near-term.
To avoid the unsettling changes to the financial
landscape, you need to conscientiously make sound
and longer-term financial decision through planning.
All plans, along with your aspirations come with a
series of timeframes.
Take, for instance, the implementation of the
Common Reporting Standard (CRS) by the G20
countries to automatically share the income and
gains individuals make from assets and accounts in
their own names. If you plan to sit still and do
nothing, you will be motivated by the reality that
your “passive” profit-making activities will be
discussed. These are clear markers associated with
a timeframe associated to reach your immediate
financial objectives.
Traditionally, for the longer-term, having your assets

distanced by way of a third party generally assisted
by reducing the assessment to paying the fullest level
of tax using a discretionary trust, private company
or foundation. However, no sooner has the CRS
became a commonly placed and well-understood
acronym, the expense of third-party structures to
store your wealth could well become an unnecessary
and wasted expense, overtly tax-exposed in the
longer term, because of EU Directives such as the
Central Register of Beneficial Owners (CRBE) and
the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive (ATAD). Such
changes demonstrate the potential to unearth
decades of formerly well-planned and costly tax
shelters.
Discounting the immediate attraction of low rates
of interest, seemingly unstoppable returns and, here
in Portugal, comparatively low levels of taxation on
income from capital and pensions, incorporating
tailored financial planning methodology can prove
there is a long-term and cost-effective alternative to
planning. This will avoid you being exposed to
unnecessary expenditures and ineffective taxshelters, but instead look at using what is available
using compliant, cost-effective and tax-efficient
financial planning in plain sight.
This article is intended to provide a general review
of certain topics and its purpose is to inform but NOT
to recommend or support any specific course of
action.
Raoul Ruiz Martinez is a resident and independent
consultant for Finesco Financial Services Ltd. and
advises clients on private financial matters in both
the UK and throughout Europe under the MiFID
regulation. Finesco Financial Services Ltd is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA). Some of the services provided are
not regulated by the FCA because they are not included
within the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
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Sky group expanding in Portugal
The Sky communications group wants to expand its technological centre in Lisbon, and reach around 400 workers by 2021.

P

edro Geada did not want to
indicate the investment value
of the new facilities in Lisbon
inaugurated this month,
which took a year to be prepared,
saying only that the group wants to
strengthen the operation in Portugal,
where 230 people currently work,
with another 170 employees.
“By the end of 2021 there will be 400
people in Portugal, all in the areas of
technology and engineering. We
make technology for millions of
customers, systems that serve 50,000
customers in a single second and
need to be very solid, never fail and
therefore we need top professionals
in Portugal,” the manager said.
Sky’s technology centre in Portugal
was formally inaugurated in Portugal
at the end of 2015 and most of its
employees are Portuguese.
Foreigners include Brazilians and, in

the future, more workers are
expected to come from Brazil, where
Sky’s operation in Portugal has
established partnerships with
recruitment agencies.
“There is more competition at the
moment, we were amazed. Four
years ago we were almost alone in
terms of large-scale systems and very
attractive projects, such as the Sky
project that serves 20 million
customers. Nowadays, many
companies have come [to Portugal],
with interesting projects and
business models and this has
attracted more people, there is more
competition, but we are well
positioned”, he said.
At the inauguration of Sky’s new
facilities, next to the Entrecampos
train station, the executive president of
the Sky group, Jeremy Darroch, and
the Minister of Economy, Siza Vieira,

who considered that this investment in
Portugal proves the “talent of people”,
not only in terms of their work.
“When companies like Sky choose to
locate to Portugal to serve millions of
people all over the world, what they
say is that in Portugal they do well. It
improves the country’s image in the
world”, said Siza Vieira.
Sky’s operation in Portugal develops
technological solutions for the group,
from the applications that consumers
use to the platforms that support
them, such as online transmission
services, to other technological
support projects for the group’s
business areas.
Sky is a media and entertainment
company, with several television
channels and other services, with 24
million customers in seven countries
and 31,000 employees, according to
official information.

Moody’s downgrades banking’s outlook
The US rating agency Moody’s has downgraded the outlook for Portuguese banks from ‘positive’ to
‘stable’, due to the slowdown in economic growth in the country and the euro area.

“By the end of 2021 there will be 400 people in Portugal, all
in the areas of technology and engineering”, said Pedro
Geada from Sky.

Maria Vinuela, an analyst
with the financial rating
agency, said she hoped that
the capital of Portuguese
banks, profits, and financing
conditions will remain
stable over the next 12-18
months.
“Profits are likely to remain
close to current low levels,
with lower spending on
provisions and cost-cutting
initiatives largely offsetting
moderate turnover and very

low-interest rates,” the
analyst said.
Moody’s further predicts
that banks’ non-productive
assets will continue to fall
organically and helped by
portfolio sales but will
remain high by European
standards. “Its
[Portuguese] average nonperforming loan was 8.9
percent at the end of June,
compared to a European
Union average of 3.0

percent,” the agency said.
The US institution also
believes that the financing
needs of Portuguese banks
will remain low thanks to
deleveraging and a stable
deposit base.
“Portugal’s economic
growth moderated in the first
half of 2019 to 1.9 percent,
and Moody’s expects it to
slow to 1.7 percent for 2019
as a whole, then converging
to a potential rate of 1.5

percent,” the agency noted.
Moody’s pointed out that
although credit conditions in
the country have improved,
household debt remains
above the eurozone
average.
The five largest banks in
Portugal recorded
aggregate profits of €983.1
million up to September this
year, a decrease of €405.4
million compared to the
same period in 2018.
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A European Germany, Not a German Europe

19

N
GWYNNE
DYER

The fall of the Berlin Wall 30 years ago was one of the best parties I ever went to, and certainly the longest.
But when I finally sobered up, it was also quite frightening, because nobody knew what was coming out of the box next.

T

here had been
scary moments in
Germany during
the Cold War, of
course, with Soviet troops
in the eastern part and
troops from practically
every Western country in
the western part, but a
divided Germany had
become part of the
landscape.
For many people on both
sides, in fact, it was a
quite satisfactory
landscape. As François
Mauriac once said: “I love
Germany so much I’m
glad there are two of
them.”
For the older generation
of Europeans, Germany
had always been the
problem (two world wars),
and the post-1945
division of the country was
a kind of solution, since it
kept foreign troops in both
parts of Germany. They
weren’t formally
occupation forces any
more, but they served as a
sort of guarantee
nevertheless. And now, in
November 1989, that
solution was collapsing.
On a brief visit to Moscow
just weeks before the Wall
came down, British Prime
Minister Margaret
Thatcher told Mikhail
Gorbachev, the Soviet
leader: “We do not want
the reunification of
Germany. It would lead to
changes in the (post1945) borders that would
undermine the stability of
the entire international
situation.”
Indeed, Thatcher added,
Gorbachev should ignore
any statements to the
contrary by the West. The
NATO alliance might have
to make pro-reunification
statements to keep its
German partner happy,
but the other members
didn’t really want to
abandon the post-war
settlement and “decommunise” Eastern
Europe. But she was

wrong about that.
Most of the senior
politicians in what was not
yet called the European
Union understood that
German reunification was
a risk that had to be
accepted. There was a
new German generation
in charge, and you had to
trust them.
Western Europe’s other
leaders also understood
that ‘de-communising’
eastern Europe might
finally deliver the free and
democratic Europe that
should have followed the
victory over Hitler in 1945,
and they had the steady
support of the senior
President Bush in both
those choices. But it really
was a gamble, and it
might all have gone
wrong.
A reunited Germany could
once again have used its
wealth, numbers and
central position to seek
domination over Europe,
as it had done under both
the Kaisers and the Nazis.
The countries of Eastern
Europe, freed from
Russian rule, might have
ended up as a string of
squabbling tinpot
dictatorships, as most of
them did when they first
got their freedom after
World War One.
The main reason it didn’t
all end in tears was the
European Union, a more
comprehensive version of
the existing European
Economic Community
that was negotiated in
1990-92 and declared in
1993.
Creating the EU (and
giving it a common
currency, the euro)
provided a structure big
and strong enough to
contain a united Germany
and not be dominated by
it. It also saved the former
‘satellite’ countries of
Eastern Europe from a
potentially ugly fate.
The EU countries had all
the things that Poles,

Slovaks and Bulgarians
longed for: prosperity,
personal freedom and
democracy.
And although it is not a
charitable institution, the
EU decided to let the
Eastern European
countries join, provided
that they also became
law-abiding and relatively
uncorrupt democracies.
So that’s exactly what they
did.
The fall of the Berlin Wall
did not lead automatically
to the benign reunification
of Germany. It created the
opportunity for positive
change, but making it
happen took clear
thinking and hard political
work. The happy outcome
in Eastern Europe was not
some quirk of fate either. It
was the product of social
engineering on an
international scale.
There is no ‘German
question’ today. It has
been solved. The
economies of Eastern
European countries are
far bigger than they were
30 years ago (four times
bigger for Romania, six
times for Poland), and
average incomes are
catching up. In 1990
Poles earned only a
quarter of what Germans
did; now it’s almost twothirds.
There are some problems
with populist/nationalist
regimes in Poland and
Hungary at the moment,
but it’s still far better there
politically than it ever was
before 1989. It’s better
everywhere – so why is the
United Kingdom, the
second-biggest member
of this organisation that
has put an end to
centuries of war and
tyranny in Europe, now
planning to leave the EU?
Because the English don’t
get it. Britain is an island
that hasn’t been
successfully invaded for
almost a millennium, so
they don’t realise that the

Gwynne Dyer is an
independent journalist
whose articles are
published in 45 countries.

A sign reading ‘You are leaving West Berlin now” is projected on a globe shape
installation, during the celebrations of the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall
at the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin, Germany. (Photo: EPA/Friedemann Vogel)

EU is primarily about
preserving democracy
and keeping the peace.
They think it’s just an
economic deal, and a lot
of them believe

(mistakenly) that they can
get a better deal
elsewhere.
They are, as Napoleon
allegedly remarked, “a
nation of shopkeepers.”

(Actually, it was Adam
Smith who said it first.) A
nation of shopkeepers
who haven’t even noticed
that their shops are
closing down.
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Letters to the editor

Bowls Algarve

Christmas
Collection for
Santo Amaro
SIR, Further to your article on
the disabled residents of Casa
de Santo Amaro, Lagos, I now
have some of the collection
points for any Christmas
presents. They are, so far,
CARDS, Lagos, ( near
Pirilampo restaurant); Lush
Locks hairdresser, Almadena;
Cardine, solicitors, Burgau;
Jenny Harman, Praia da Luz;
Our phone number:
912239479.
Thank you in advance to the
generous people who donate
to help make a happy
Christmas for the residents of
Casa de Santo Amaro.
JENNIFER HERRTAGE,
By email

Foremost
Priority
SIR, Portugal has some of
the most beautiful nature and
scenery in all of Europe. So the
environment, anti-pollution
policies and protecting the
earth should be a foremost
priority. Yet, unfortunately,
Portugal is one of the most unGreen countries in Europe. A
very poor solar policy for
private properties (with no
incentives or grants, and very
bad electricity buy-back rates)
makes it uneconomical for
private households or buildings
to install PV Solar Power panels
in one of the sunniest countries
in Europe!
Diesel, the most polluting
fuel, is given preference in
Portugal when most other
countries are trying to phase
out this highly toxic fuel.

Terrible controls on polluting
vehicles… you are often stuck
behind a car, truck or even the
Algarve tourist open top bus
which has plumes of
suffocating smoke coming out
of the exhaust.
Albufeira municipality spend
hundreds of thousands of
Euros on cleaning the streets
yet they use petrol powered
blowers, cutters and machines
giving off toxic smoke.
Glyphosate (Roundup) is a
deadly cancer causing
herbicide with 3 multi-BILLION
$ lawsuits already won against
it by victims in the US, yet it’s
freely available on the shelves
in supermarkets here.
Pollution kills thousands of
people each year in Portugal.
True progress is measured by
the environmental policies of a
country. Portugal has the
potential to be one of the best
places on earth to live, but the
municipalities, government and
politicians need to ACT and not
just talk!
JAMES SMITH, Albufeira

Property prices
in Portugal on
the up
SIR, Seems to be going up
everywhere... Bad times ahead
for many people if it does....
Creates homeless and poor
people and crimes and slippery
slope. On the other hand, banks
get rich. Portugal is a great
country with rich history. I’m
sure Portuguese local’s don’t
want these rich folks destroying
their history. Look at Toronto
and Vancouver in Canada.
NARCISO PACHECO, via
www.theportugalnews.com

The opinions expressed here are those of our readers
and not necessarily of The Portugal News. The editor
reserves the right to edit letters or refuse publication.
Send your letters, which must include your name and
full postal address and should preferably be under 300
words, to: The Portugal News, Apartado 13, 8401-901 Lagoa.
Email: letters@theportugalnews.com
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Tuesday, 5 November was
week two of our Cameron Cup
competition.
Floresta won two points, with
Valverde winning four points;
Tavira took all six points from
Balaia; and Pedras won two
points from Albufeira who won
four points.
Tavira are now at the top of
the Table, with Floresta second
on eight points, and both Pedras
and Valverde next, each holding
six points.
In Thursday’s Super 10’s
game, Albufeira shared the
points with Valverde winning four
points each; Balaia took two
points from Pedras who won six
points; whilst Floresta took all
eight points from Alvor, the
resting team this week was
Tavira.
This takes Valverde and
Floresta to the top of the table
with sixteen points each, Pedras

following closely behind on
twelve points, and Alvor at the
bottom. A long way to go to the
end of this competition so plenty
of time for things to change.
Saturday, 9 November was a
beautiful sunny, warm morning
for our League match. In
League ‘A’ Alvor Rooks took
two points from Tavira Tigers
who won six points; Balaia Pods
won six points from Floresta
Foresters who won two points;
Pedras Panthers scored six
points from Valverde Vikings
winning two points, whilst
Albufeira Cats won all eight
points from Alvor Amigos.
League ‘B’ saw Alvor Scorpions
winning six points from Alvor
Greens who won two points;
Floresta Rangers took all eight
points from Balaia Whalers,
whilst Valverde Vipers won two
points from team-mates Valverde
Vulcans who won six points.

Floresta Huntsman were the
resting team this week.
Albufeira Cats are at the top of
League ‘A’ this week on twenty
points, with Floresta Foresters
chasing closely behind on
eighteen points and Tavira
Tigers following behind on
sixteen points, with Alvor Amigos
at the bottom on four points.
Valverde Vulcans are at the top
of League ‘B’ with twenty-two

points, Floresta Rangers are in
second place on sixteen points,
and Floresta Huntsman together
with Valverde Vipers equal (even
though Floresta Huntsman were
resting this week) on ten points
each. Balaia Whalers are at the
bottom of this league.
Very early days in all the
competitions so still a very long
way to go and plenty of time for all
scores to change. Miriam Hare

Valverde Presidents Shield

Portugal Walks

The Presidents Shield
Competition was held over
three days at Valverde Lawn
Bowls Club, Almancil. The final
on Friday November 8th was
won by Sumit Kunprom who
beat Trevor Watkins 15 to 13.
It was a high quality bowls
match, with the lead passing

Tuesday, 19 November
– Let’s Walk on Rocha da
Pena: The limestone
escarpment of Rocha da Pena
is a classic site for flowers and
birds. This walk will take you up
and along the escarpment and
also through unknown
countryside, 2.5 hours long.
There is a climb (gradual) to the
top but this will be done with
lots of rest stops. 10.30 am
start. Meet in the centre of
Penina. Take the IC1 north and
exit for Messines then follow
the signs for Salir, pass by Alte
and you come to Benafim. At
the roundabout in Benafim go
left direction Penina, the road
goes up around to the right and
after 200m there is a small road
to the right for Penina. Drive
into the village. Meet at the
small square at the entrance
(there is a café up a side
street). Chris 913 011 537

back and forth between the
two. An appreciative crowd of
members and visitors cheered
them on.
Club President Alan Preece
presented the trophy to Sumit,
and was pleased that two of
the clubs newer members had
reached a final. It was the first
time Sumit had
entered the
competition.
Valverde LBC is a
friendly club that
welcomes bowlers
of all abilities. We
are able to offer
tuition to new
players and have
league and club
competitions for
more experienced
bowlers. We have a
comprehensive
website and hold roll
ups on Mondays,
Wednesdays and
Fridays.
Come along to
watch
or give bowls
Trevor Watkins, Alan Preece and
a try.
Sumit Kunprom
Alan Preece

Friday, 22 November –
Let’s Walk North of
Silves: A slightly more
challenging walk of just over
2.5 hours in the foothills with

some climbs but there are
fantastic views down to the
coast and through the valleys.
This walk will allow you to
discover an area that you
would never see on your own it
is well off the beaten track
10.30 am start. Meet at the
café Terinho. Drive into Silves
over the bridge and go right. At
the next roundabout take the
2nd exit towards the ‘Castelo’
and after passing the cemetery
on the right take the next road
right (passes alongside the
cemetery) then the road bears
round to the right and you now
follow it for about 5km – the
cafe is on the left. PLEASE do
NOT park directly in front of the
café. Chris 913 011 537
All are welcome, there is no
need to book. Please wear
shoes suitable for country
walking (remember you walk at
your own risk) and bring a
sense of humour. There is a
nominal charge of 5 euro p.p.
this includes a donation to
charity. Full details plus driving
directions can be found at
www.portugalwalks.com

Algarve Bike Rides
Here are the details of this
week’s rides:
Saturday 16 November Please contact Diana via email:
Dihoutzager@hotmail.com.
Sunday 17 November Bike Ride starting in
Paderne: We meet in the car
park at the bottom of the hill at
9.15am ready for a 9.30am
start. This will be a mostly easy
Sunday style ride with a café
break somewhere along the
way.
If you would like to come
along to one of these rides,
please do let me know either

by text, email or by confirming
on Facebook via the Activity
Algarve Bike Rides page. If a
ride has to be cancelled for any
reason, such as bad weather,
notification will be via text. We
reserve the right to cancel any
ride if less than 5 people are
signed up. Price for
participation is 5 per rider per
ride. For more information
please contact Paul Beesley
on tel: 913226954, email:
paul@algarvebikeholidays.com,
Visit: www. algarvebikeholidays.
com, or Facebook:
AlgarveBikeHolidays.

Please send your Club or
Community news to:
info@theportugalnews.com

Community News
Karate Kids

A Portuguese delegation,
made up of 27 athletes, referees
and coaches of Amicale Karate
- Portugal Martial Arts, with a
total of 67 members, attended
the 8th World Fudokan
Federation Karate World
Championship, which took
place between Friday, 1
November and Sunday, 3
November in Sindelfingen,
Germany, and ended the event
with 32 medals for Portugal.
Individually, in Kata,
Portuguese athletes won 6
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Behind the Curtain of The Wizard of Oz

gold, 4 silver and 6 bronze
medals, and 2 silver medals in
team competitions. The
delegation was attended by
athletes from various age
groups (from children to
veterans) and with various
levels of graduation
In the town of Vimeiro
(Alcobaça), 10-year-old Beatriz
Brazão took the first place in
kata, while Laura Roxo took
the third and 8-year –old
Gustavo Brazão took the first
place in kumite.

Remembrance Sunday
St Luke’s Church in
Palhagueira was filled to
capacity for the annual Royal
British Legion Remembrance
service on Sunday.
We were honoured to have
the presence of the British
Ambassador Mr Christopher
Sainty along with his wife Sarah
and Clive Jewell the British
Vice Consul for the Algarve.
A magnificent sum of 750
Euros was raised from the
collection and we would like to
thank St Luke’s church for
allowing us to hold our service
there and for the collection.
The official lunch followed at
the Restaurant O’Alagoas in
Santa Barbara de Nexe where
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45 people enjoyed a delicious 4
course meal accompanied by
fine wines – in fact this proved
so popular that we have to turn
people away.
The RBL Algarve
Representative Colin Hearn
said “ We were blessed with
fine weather, a good
attendance and an excellent
lunch – what better way of
rounding off this year’s Poppy
Appeal “
For details of joining the RBL
or for our social events please
contact our RBL Algarve
Representative :
Colin Hearn : email :
colinhearn998@gmail.com
or telephone 926908089

“Pay no attention to the man behind the
curtain,” commands the Great and
Powerful Wizard of Oz in the timeless
classic. However, director Karen Barroso
feels the people “behind the curtain” of
The Algarveans’ Experimental Theatre’s
The Wizard of Oz should be given the
attention they deserve. “Our show would
not have been possible if it were not for our
fabulous Production team working behind
the scenes,” she says. Set design and
build, wardrobe, props, stage manager,
sound and lighting as well as publicity are
just some of the crew that patrons never
see in front of the curtain. The production
they create will enchant audiences in
Lagoa next week. Though Karen has been
involved with The Algarveans over many
years, this is her first time taking the helm of
a production.
“The Wizard of Oz is a show that I’ve
wanted to stage for many years and what
better year than on the 80 th anniversary of
this magical musical.” Her passion for the
arts began at the tender age of two when
she started baby ballet classes at a local
dance school in Liverpool. She continued
dancing and showed a talent for
choreography, winning a nationwide
competition at the age of 10. She was
accepted for the prestigious Shelagh ElliotClarke School of dance and drama in
Liverpool, giving her the opportunity to
progress further in musical arts with a full
curriculum of acting, singing and dancing.

The Wizard of Oz production team
Karen moved to the Algarve in 1989 and
joined The Algarveans’ when it was
founded in 1991. She danced with her soul
sister, Nikki Weijdom, in Puss in Boots and
later performed roles including Cinderella,
while at the same time designing the
choreography. Patrons may remember her
Day when she
from last spring’s Ladies’ Day,
played Jan, one of the fish packers who
spent the day at York Races.
With a fantastic cast and a wonderful
group of chorus and dancers from

throughout the Algarve, she feels sure that
The Wizard of Oz will delight audiences
both young and old.
The Wizard of Oz will be performed in
English at the 300-seat Carlos do Carmo
Auditorium in Lagoa on 21, 22, and 23
November at 7.45 pm with a 2pm matinee
on 23 November. Tickets at €10 are
available at all Worten and Fnac stores as
well as the Auditorium box office, or online
at www.ticketline.pt.
For all enquiries visit www.algarveans.com.

“A Terra Treme” – Earthquake Awareness Exercise
A TERRA TREME, an earthquake risk
awareness exercise, will take place on
Friday, 15 November 2019 at 11.15am,
throughout the country.
This is a national exercise organised by
the National Emergency and Civil
Protection Authority (ANEPC), which
involves the community, for the purpose of
creating awareness of the earthquake risk
here in Portugal and importantly simple
measures people can take, in case an
earthquake strikes, which may save lives.
In 2018 around 700,000 people
participated.
This year Safe Communities Portugal,
ANEPC Faro District and Loulé Municipal
Civil Protection will be at Mar Shopping
Loulé, from 9.30am to 1pm onwards with
information stand with information in
Portuguese and English on preparation
and self-protection for earthquakes.
Several regions of Portugal are
particularly vulnerable to earthquakes,

greater Lisbon and the Algarve, for example.
Everyone should therefore participate in
some way. It only takes one minute by
practicing the self-protection measure:
DROP, COVER, HOLD-ON”.
Details of the Exercise and how to
register, can be found on
www.aterratreme.pt, which has a link to
the Safe Communities Portugal website
where information can be found in English:

www.safecommunitiesportugal.com/civil
protection/earthquakes and tsunamis.
According to historical records, most of
the earthquakes affecting Portugal
(mainland) have an epicentre SW of the
Iberian Peninsula (Gorringe bank) or in the
Lower Tagus Valley. The most vulnerable
areas are the Lisbon urban area and
Algarve south. Major earthquakes:
occurred in 1531, 1755, 1909 and 1969.
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CHARITIES
APAA CHARITY SHOPS Dunas do Alvor: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Rua Elias Garcia
20, Silves, Mon – Sat 10am -2pm
Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com
SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES
in the Algarve receives items for
families in need, Guia and
surrounding areas. To donate or
discuss concerns about a needy
family contact Su Davis: 932
307 548, su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for families
in the Algarve.
A.A.G. CHARITY Shop Guia.
Situated in the Main Street,
opposite the Football Club
Snack bar and close to Crédito
Agrícola Bank. Opening hours
Mon - Fri, 10am to 5.45pm,
Sat 10am to 2pm. Closed Sun.
Animal charity feeding street
animals. Patron Bonnie Tyler.
PIANIST WANTED on a
volunteer basis for occasional
Sunday services at the
Anglican Church of St Vincent’s
Chaplaincy, Praia da Luz.
Email pet.alex@sapo.pt
THE GOODWILL CHARITY.
R. Direita 5, Ed. Portus
Magnus, Portimão. (Close to
Theatre). 968 740 693, 10am to
2pm. Clothes, bric a brac and
furniture in saleable cond., large
items collected. We would like to
thank you all for your donations
and for shopping, that has
enabled us to help the local
community.
SECOND CHANCE charity
shop at Largo Das Ferreiras
(on roundabout), Ferreiras,
Albufeira. Open Mon to Fri,
10am to 4pm. Sat 10am to1pm.
Supporting people in need,
also Bombeiros, Soup kitchens,

Riding for the disabled, AHSA
day care centre for the elderly
and more. Contact Maggie
Cook 917 707 808.
PORTIMÃO SOUP
KITCHEN Beco São José,
Rua São José, under old
bridge in Portimão. Come and
help us make sandwiches &
serve food to hungry but
appreciative people. For more
info call Joy 917 358 098.
THE DONKEY SANCTUARY
needs all your unwanted items
for our shops in Ferragudo,
Carvoeiro and Lagoa. Larger
items i.e. furniture can be
collected. The shop funds allow
us to feed our many mouths at
the Sanctuary. We always
need extra hands at our shops
so if you can spare 3-4 hours a
week give us a call.
Chris 966 033 127.
CARVOEIRO CAT
CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.
Located in Porches and run
entirely by volunteers. We are
looking for some more
volunteers to help in our
shelter of 250 cats as well as
some foster families for our
cats. Call 918 552 788 or email
ccc.carvoeirocatcharity@gmail.com
ASMAA CHARITY & UPCycling Hub. Volunteers are
now needed for our shop. Wed,
Fri and Sat 11.30am to 5pm,
other days by appointment only.
Tel 969 320 231, email
info@asmaa-algarve.org Rua
J. Pereira Sampaio Bruno, Nº
53. Portimão (Behind
Bombeiros).
MADRUGADA
ASSOCIAÇ Ã O provides
home-based, end of life,
palliative care to patients and
their loved ones free of
charge. Your donations would

Community News
be very welcome. Volunteers
are also required. If you can
help call us on 282 761 375 or
visit our shops in Lagoa and
Praia da Luz.
CADELA CARLOTA shop in
Lagos open Mon to Fri, 10am
to 1pm/3pm to 5pm. Almadena:
Mon to Fri, 10am to 4pm, Sat,
10am to 1pm. We always need
extra hands in our shops.
ASSOCIAÇÃO DE
CARIDADE MÃOS de Ajuda.
Helping Hands Charity Shop,
13A Avenida Dr. Eduardo
Mansinho, Tavira. 100 metres
from Porta Nova Post Office.
Open Monday, Wednesday,
Saturday 10am to 1pm. Help us
to Help others in the Tavira
Area. 963558138

Rineke Hofman 926684061.
eastalgarvechoir@gmail.com
Coro dos Amigos do
Museu
Museu. Thursdays from
6.30pm. Call call Liesbeth
281971909
liesbethnoordijk@gmail.com
Barbershop Chorus
Chorus.
Tuesdays 7.30pm.
Moncarapacho.
www.bellaacappella.net

SOCIAL
Royal British Legion
Portugal (Algarve) the
Central Area
Area. Lunches on the
3rd Wednesday of each month at
various venues. Non-members
welcome. Tel : 926908089
colinhearn998@gmail.com.

FRENCH LANGUAGE
Following the French
Government’s initiative to
expand the French language,
we are looking for Volunteers to
teach French in Albufeira or
Olhos de Água to children and
adults. No experience or
qualifications necessary, just
fluency in French and a passion
to meet and help others learn
this beautiful language. Please
contact 961 636 201 or
Angelica fash.co@gmail.com

Royal British Legion
Portugal (Algarve) the
Eastern Area
Area. Lunches on
the 1 st Sunday of each month
at various venues. Non
members welcome.
rblportugalsecretary@gmail.com

HE NANDI CHARITY
THE
SHOP. Winter clothing now in
SHOP
store.Furniture can be
collected within 30 k Lagos.
Tel 912741857

Painting for Pleasure
Classes, water colours,
oils or acrylics. Wednesdays
Mesquite near São Brás from
10.30am to 12.30pm, 2.30pm
to 4.30pm.. Terry Reed
289845561.

MUSIC
Aljezur International
Choir
Choir. Thursdays 2pm to
3.30pm. Tel. 914285640 or
wattys100@hotmail.com,
The East Algarve
International choir
choir.
Thursdays, Luz de Tavira, Call

Chess Club
Club. Eastern
Algarve.
chessalgarve@mail.com
Drawing the Nude
Nude. Olhão
Thursday mornings.
jill.stott@gmail.com

C.A.S.A. - the Algarve’s
leading Social Club for
expats meets monthly for
dinners / lunches and social
events. info@casasocial.club,
282495475 or visit:
www.casasocial.club

BRIDGE
Duplicate Bridge
Bridge.
Wednesday & Friday
afternoons at Vale d’El Rei
Hotel. Please contact
911561224 or 282358885.
Marina Club Suite Hotel
Lagos
Lagos. Tuesdays & Fridays
1.15pm. 963977642
Vilamoura Bridge Club
Club.
Tuesdays 1.45pm, Olhos de
Água. Mary Moore
919833122.
Lagoa. Thursdays 1:45pm.
282352022 / 969174130.
Vale d´el Rei
Rei. Beginners
968457888 .
Carvoeiro. Mondays &
Thursdays 1.45pm for 2pm.
282357953 or 282357657.
Frank’s Bridge. Thursday’s
2.30pm duplicate bridge, Hotel
Quinta Jacintina, Vale do
Lobo. Frank Spelbos
937802110, spelbos@sapo.pt
Amigos do Museu Bridge.
Friday’s 2pm duplicate bridge,
Museu do Trajo at São Brás
de Alportel. Frank Spelbos
937802110, spelbos@sapo.pt
Quinta Jacintina.
Mondays 2.30pm, Hotel
Quinta Jacintina, Vale do
Lobo. Contact Sally Roberts
Tel: 28935 090,
sally@blanchworth.co.uk

SPORT
Walking Football Mondays,
50+, Tavira. Tuesdays 60+
ONLY, Olhão Thursdays, Olhão
from 9.30 to 11.30am, €3.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com,
christopher.wright@hotmail.co.uk

Walking Football. Wednesdays, 10am – midday, Clube
Desportivo de Odiaxere. 50+,
just turn up. Tel. 960234641 or
Billandyvonne.harper@btinternet.
com
Tavira County Lawn
Bowling Club - Cerro do
Leiria, Santa Catarina, Fonte
Bispo, Tavira. Roll-ups Mon,
Wed & Fri. Joe Scott
963997582,
joe.scott121@btinternet.com
Crown Green at Alvor
bowling Club 10am. Peter or
Janette 966169747 or
965700536.
Adult Fitness
Programmes
Programmes. 10am
beginners and +55’s, 11am
intermediate, every Monday/
Wednesday/Friday. Meet at
Burger King Vilamoura. 919
339 396
Balaia Bowls Club
Club,
Tuesdays and Fridays 9.45am,
Olhos de Água, Albufeira. Jill
935701155.
Touch Rugby. Lagoa,
Mondays and Wednesdays
8pm - 10pm. Men and women,
all ages welcome. Simon
Wilkinson
wilks89@hotmail.com,
282912280 / 924220173.
afpop - Badminton in
Silves. Thursdays, 8pm to
10pm.
suesharman9@gmail.com,
910108730.
Alvor Bowls Club
Club, Every
Wednesday and Sunday,

10am. 282490280
www.alvorlawnbowls.com
Walking Football
Wednesdays, 9.30am 11.30am. Lagos. 50+.
jerrydowd@hotmail.co.uk
Walking football Tuesdays
and Thursdays 9.30am.
Vilamoura. info@brownsclub.com or 289322740.
Valverde Lawn Bowls
Club - Every weekday from
10am, Almancil. Jen
282332628 or 937264287.
Algarve Hash House
Harriers meet weekly.
289413854 or 918806044.
www.algarvehhh.org

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Scottish Country
Dancing
Dancing. Every Monday,
7.30pm – 9.30pm, Nobel
International School on the
N125 between Lagoa and
Porches. Mardie Cunningham,
282356029 / 964278432 or
rosevale45@gmail.com.
Latin American and
Ballroom Dancing
Dancing. Tues.
10am - 1pm Alvor. Wed 7pm 8.30pm Carvoeiro. Caroline
961916821, strictly
dancingcarvoeiro@hotmail.com
Art Classes: Botanical Art
in Watercolours for
beginners
beginners. Weekly from 12
March. Vale D’el Rei every
Tuesday 1.45pm - 4.15pm 15
per class. Tel: 933669503
email: tonidade@yahoo.co.uk

afpop November Events
afpop
Silves/Carvoeiro
Lunch at Recanto dos
Mouros Restaurant on Friday,
22 November at 12.30pm for
1pm meal. Bookings with
Heather and Les. Email:
silves@afpop.com , tel: 966
677 295
afpop
Lisbon/Cascais
Tapas & Drinks at Alma Grill
in Alcabideche on Friday, 22
November at 7.30pm. Joining
us will be local beer brewer
Sean Wooten, who will also
have a selection of locally
brewed beers to sample. Price:
Member - €22, Non-member
€24. For reservations contact
Kelly, afpop Area Event
Organiser Cascais. E-mail:
cascais@afpop.com

afpop
Portimao/
Monchique Lunch at Solar
do Farelo restaurant in the
countryside of Mexilhoeira
Grande on Friday, 29
November, 12.30pm for 1pm
start. €20 p.p. for Members and
for non-Members €21p.p.
To confirm your reservation
please email Anita, afpop
Portimão/Monchique Area
Event Organiser E-mail:
portimao@afpop.com
afpop East Algarve
monthly Coffee and Chat
Morning at Pedras da Rainha
on Wednesday, 27 November
from 10.30am to 12.30pm. A
chance to meet up and make
friends. If you are interested
contact: Sherry: 916 913 612 /
Email:
slosantaclara@gmail.com
afpop
Loulé/Faro
Lunch at Rest. Oliveira, Loulé
on Thursday, 28 November at
12.30pm. 18€ with drinks
during the meal included.
Bookings necessary with Bert
Shubrook: Email:
bertshubrook@gmail.com
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Home

Create your own cosy sanctuary
pouffes and fluffy beanbags.
Be cost-conscious and
cosy
It’s all about setting the
scene with a cosy focal
point at this time of year. If
you’re lucky enough to own
a fireplace, this is the
perfect time to take
advantage of it and enjoy
that beautiful wood smoke
smell and orange glow it’s pure autumn joy.
An empty hearth can be
made just as appealing
with a little imagination.
Simply decorate with a
cluster of pine cones and
add a collection of candles
for flickering light.
Chunky wool throws, a string of lights and a selection of lanterns conjure a look that says
“stay in and snuggle”. (Photo: iStock/PA)

S

o, shake up your
style to suit the
season, splurge on
a few treats and
you’ll banish the winter
decor blues and create a
haven where you can rest
in comfort.
Go pale but interesting
Chilled out Scandi-style,

with its neutral palette,
endures because its
classic good looks never
date and it’s easy to add
subtle new touches to suit
a new season.
The addition of a
sheepskin rug (pampering
for the toes), a throw, and
plenty of cushions covered
in tactile fabrics like velvet

or wool, are all that’s
needed to create a
cosseting winter sanctuary.
Harvest some style
Treat yourself (and a room)
to accessories that are all
about chic comfort, which
you can move around to suit
your mood and the
temperature. Think furry

Bag a high-street hero
Supermarket homeware
ranges are such a high
standard now (and trend
led) that you’re missing a
decor trick if you don’t
check them out. A trolley
full of purse-friendly
bargains can refresh a
room without breaking the
bank.
Add some va-va-velvet
Velvets are one of the

Our homes really need to be snug
sanctuaries at this time of year, so we can
retreat, relax and escape the winter.

biggest ongoing trends in
interiors. Pair their touchme textures with a rich
colour - orange and green
are this season’s front
runners - for a winning
winter combination.
Raid nature’s colour
palette
Embrace the warmth of the
autumn colours as an
antidote to the creeping
chill in the air. Rich reds
and russets star on the
hedgerows and trees, and
adding those hues in
accessories will have the
same effect in a room.
Change the view
There’s nothing like a
bleak, boring view to
lower the spirits,
especially in winter, but
window film or blinds can
work wonders on that
outlook. Both can make a
feature out of an otherwise
dull window and ensure
you feel boosted, even on
dark days.
Lighten the mood
Lighting is key in the dark,
winter months, and table

lamps illuminating focal
points and areas in a room
will make it look interesting
and inviting. Show off your
playful side and introduce
quirky lights, which will
make you smile and turn a
neglected surface into a
feature.
Tell a texture story
You don’t have to abandon
glamour in the bedroom
when the temperature
drops - instead, layer with
soft fabrics, from fluffy
sheepskin cushions to silky
throws. They won’t just be a
visual treat, and are
essential in a muted
scheme, decorated in
neutrals that could
otherwise look bland.
They’ll also add a sexy,
sensual cosiness.
Add some fur-fabulous
accessories
Go wild with faux fur, but
keep it feminine with a
blushing pink theme. It
looks fabulous on moody
black or blue bed linen, or
go for a full-on ice-maiden
effect with a snowy white
PA/TPN
set.

Gardening
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Gardening for newbies
If you’ve never had a garden before, it’s a real revelation when you finally
move into somewhere with a patch of grass to call your own - space to
potter around in, barbecues in the summer and drinks in the fading
evening light.

B

ut for people
who’ve never so
much as bought a
pair of garden
gloves and pulled a weed
out, suddenly having to
care for and nurture a
garden year-round can be
daunting.
So before the autumn
threatens to dump an
additional leaf problem on
your garden, here are
some of the simplest ways
you can take control of your
new patch of land - and
engage in a spot of
therapeutic outdoor
activity.
BBC Gardeners’ World
presenter Mark Lane
shares his advice for
newbies...
Don’t do anything right
away
Lane says: “Wait and see
where the sun rises and
sets, where the shade lies,
where the wind blows, and
if you are moving into an
established garden, what
plants come up before you
change anything.”
Check your soil
The key to a blooming
garden is a healthy soil, so
what are the signs that it’s
unhealthy? “If it looks light
in colour and full of sand
and is lightweight, or heavy
and full of clay,” Lane says.
“Check to see if your soil is
full of worms. If so, then it’s
probably teaming with life,
which is a good thing.”

But the easiest thing to do
is buy a pH soil tester at
your local garden centre.
“This will establish
whether your soil is acidic,
neutral or alkaline, to work
out which plants will thrive.
Magnolias,
rhododendrons, camellias
all prefer slightly acidic
soils,” says Lane. “Garden
centres will usually
signpost which plants like
which soils to make buying
easy.”
Know when to mow
Looking out onto a neat,
luscious green lawn is
probably one of the
reasons you wanted a
garden in the first place, so
how do you get it looking
tip-top? Well, how often
you mow will depend on
the time of year and the
weather.
“If in doubt, mow once a
week during spring and
autumn, and twice weekly
during summer - although
once a week from spring to
autumn may suffice.
Mowing is not necessary
during winter, especially
not if the ground is frozen,”
says Lane. “Aim to cut no
more than a third of the leaf
blade, and don’t set the
mower too low or scalp the
turf.”
Plant in groups
“Keep things simple and
aim to plant in blocks of
three, fives or seven of the
same type of plant to create

wonderful blocks of colour
and texture,” he suggests.
“All plants like freedraining soils, which can
also hold some moisture.
Add homemade (ideal) or
bought compost before
planting - this will help
improve drainage on clay
soil and encourage
moisture retention on
sandy soils.
“Mulch after planting - by
covering the soil with a
5cm layer of compost
around the base of the
new plants. Then water
well.”
Sow seeds
You can’t go wrong here. “If
you’re on a tight budget,
sow seeds. Follow the
instructions on the packets
as to how you prepare your
soil, and you can create an
almost instant garden for
around €10,” he says.
Start with easy-to-grow
veg and herbs
If you fancy yourself as a bit
of a kitchen gardener,
Lane says radish, carrots
and lettuce are the
quickest and simplest to
grow.
“Oregano is great for
cooking and attracting
wildlife, and thyme, sage
and chives,” he says.
“Generally, herbs like a
gritty compost so add
plenty of horticultural grit
when planting, while
vegetables prefer nutrientrich soils with no stones.”

Sunflowers in a garden, a good flower for beginners to start with. (Photo: iStock/PA).

Flowers aren’t tricky
either
Don’t just choose whatever
looks pretty - there are
other factors to consider.
“Try nepeta (catmint) as a
brilliant alternative to
lavender, which can often
get a bit woody,” Lane
suggests, “Rudbeckia
(coneflower) and
sunflowers too.”
He says herbaceous
perennials (a plant whose
growth dies down annually
but whose roots or other
underground parts survive)
like nutrient-rich soils that
will not dry out with a pH of
6.5, while wildflowers like
low-nutrient soil (i.e. the
subsoil) and most will grow
with a neutral pH7.
Choose these easy-tocare-for shrubs
“Abelia x grandiflora, which
flowers from June to
September, is a wonderful
evergreen shrub,” says
Lane. “It’s semi-evergreen,
so will give shape and

texture even during the
winter months and the
flowers are also fragrant.
Grow it in the shelter of a
wall or towards the back of
a border.
“Choisya x dewitteana
Aztec pearl is fully hardy,
evergreen, and flowers in
May and often late
summer. It can also be
grown in partial shade. The
leaves get damaged by
exposure to strong winds
or frost, but this won’t kill
the plant.
“Pyracantha, again, is fully
hardy and evergreen, with
small white flowers in late
spring and fantastic berries
in autumn that attract birds
and wildlife.”
All three are easy to care for
and can be pruned to keep
their shape. “If a shrub has
got too large for its spot, or
branches are crossing,
dead, diseased or
damaged then prune to
keep the plants in shape
and healthy. You want to
have an open middle so

that air can pass through
the shrub, to help prevent
pests and diseases.”
Don’t over water
Most people over water,
Lane says. If a plant needs
water it might be wilting or
have flowers hanging
downwards. “If in doubt,
dig a small ‘pit’ next to the
plant and fill with water see how quickly the water
drains away,” he adds.
“If planting a dry garden,
which will require less
watering, then go for plants
that will thrive in dry, arid
conditions, such as
Achillea, Artemisia,
Agapanthus.
“If you’re feeling more
adventurous, then divide
the garden into different
zones and grow plants with
similar growing conditions
in each zone.”
Any potted plants will need
drainage, so put in a layer
of gravel at the bottom of
the pot and keep a check
on watering.
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Bucket list destinations to beat the crowds
We all want to visit the places that everyone’s talking about - that’s human nature. But when numbers swell, destinations lose
some of their lustre. It’s true you can never have too much of a good thing, but a good thing can have too much of you.
restaurants, and
nightclubs attracting
world-famous DJs.
Swap #3: Provence for
Le Gard
Bordering Italy and the
Mediterranean Sea,
Provence has everything
travellers dream of when
planning a trip to the southeast of France. The trouble
is, you’re sharing those
dreams with travellers all
around the world. A twoand-a-half-hour drive east,
the Le Gard region has
equally impressive
landscapes and fine dining
- but you won’t have to jostle
for views, or book months in
advance for a table.
Swap Bali for El Nido

T

he solution lies in
putting an
alternative pin in
the map; finding
somewhere with similar
attributes that’s not as well
known. After all, our planet
is vast - so surely there are
enough hidden corners for
us all to explore?

Swap #1: Bali for El
Nido
Bali has long been a
staple for travellers
looking for a getaway with
a reasonable price tag.
But if you’ve ever been to
Indonesia’s busiest
island, you’ll know how
crazy it can get. For a

similar getaway at a
comparable price point
(but without the crowds),
consider El Nido on the
Palawan islands in the
Philippines, known for its
gleaming beaches,
radiant coral reefs and
multiple dive sites.
Swap #2: Zurich for
Tbilisi
Zurich, like much of
Switzerland, is a city with
high standards - and it has
a price-point to match. If
you’re looking for
photogenic towns set
amongst soaring peaks
and idyllic mountains,
consider Georgia, which
was once part of the
USSR. Today, it’s capital
Tbilisi is a buzzing blend
of cafes , theatres,

Swap #4: Santorini for
Paros
A favourite with
Instagrammers, Santorini

is the supermodel of the
Greek islands. Don’t
expect to win too much of
her attention, however,
because you’ll probably
find yourself at the back of
a very long queue. If you’re
after something less high
maintenance but equally
good looking, consider
heading for Paros. Also in
the Cyclades archipelago,
the laid-back island has
the same white cube
houses and arresting
sunsets.
Swap #5: Zanzibar for
Pangani Beach
Zanzibar’s star has been
in ascendance for the last
few years, and for good
reason; its idyllic pristine
sands and welcoming
resorts make it one of the
ultimate beach getaways.
But if you’re really looking

Swap Provence for Le Gard

to get away from it all,
consider Pangani Beach,
also in Tanzania. This
under-the-radar coastal
town is perfect for an
authentic beach break.
Swap #6: Chichen Itza
for Palenque
There are few places on
earth quite like Chichen
Itza, but whilst the sight of
the pre-Columbian city’s
ancient Mayan ruins
should be experienced by
everybody, it’s also one of
Mexico’s main tourist
hubs. Whilst most
travellers couldn’t pinpoint
Palenque on the map, its
ruins are equally stunning
and ancient, but without
the maddening crowds.
You’ll find the Mayan
temples swathed in mist in
Mexico’s Chiapas region.
PA/TPN
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How to create your own home bar
We’re in the midst of a cocktail renaissance, when every bar worth its salt - a pinch of Maldon can nicely temper sweetness
and highlight freshness, by the way.

L

ikewise, if a drink is too
sweet - add lime or
bitters; too tart - add
sugar syrup; too strong add a few drops of water to a
stirred drink, and if it’s a shaken
cocktail, pour it back into the
shaker and shake again with
fresh ice.
But I digress. Back to the original
point: Whether you’re perched on
a plush velvet bar stool or
something more urban, chances
are, the bartender has curated a
well thought-out drinks list, with
some new takes on the classics
and a few modern twists to
showcase the intrinsic beauty of
a well-crafted cocktail - but what if
you want to be the one fixing the
drinks and calling the shots?
While cocktails are synonymous
with the high life, there isn’t
actually any secret or mystique to

creating a beautifully balanced
drink - you just need a few tools of
the trade, and a suitably stylish
setting always helps.
Here’s how to lay the foundations
for your own little black book of
cocktails...
Presentation
A drinks trolley always makes a
great showpiece. It’s where you
want to place your prized
stemware (we’ll come to that
later), crystal decanter (could be
a family heirloom), ice bucket,
tongs, and other bits and bobs.
They can be pricey, but they
certainly make a great
investment piece if you can afford
the outlay.
Otherwise, charity shops are
good hunting ground for vintage
tea trolleys, which can be painted
piano black or glossy white to

Ideally you should have at least four styles of stemware.
(Photo: PA/Oliver Bonas)

look the part. A cocktail tray on a
sideboard always looks attractive
too, and the high street currently
has some great options.
Bar tools
The bar essentials for making
cocktails are a jigger (dual spirit
measuring cup), Boston shaker
(two separate cups which form a
tight seal, so there’s no spillage
when you shake), mixing glass (if
you prefer your martini stirred
and not shaken), strainer (to hold
back any herbs, fruit or ice when
you strain the drink), long bar
spoon, sharp knife and a citrus
juicer.
Stemware
Some of us would happily drink
from anything, from a trendy jam
jar to a candy-coloured crystal
coupe, but ideally you should
have at least four styles of
stemware (nothing wrong with
cheating and doubling up with a
similar type of glass for various
cocktails). And they should look
as glamorous and exciting as
possible - within budget - bearing
in mind you need to be prepared
for breakages.
For short, mixed drinks on the
rocks, you’ll need an old
fashioned or tumbler. A high ball
for long, mixed drinks. Short
drinks which are shaken,
strained and served without ice
should be poured into a martini
glass or coupe (good for
cocktails with egg whites).
Champagne or wine cocktails
should be served in a flute or a
large wine glass.
Spirits
This is the fun bit, when you can
really tailor your taste (and tray or
trolley) with reasonable quality

A drinks trolley always makes a great showpiece.
(Photo: PA/Oliver Bonas)

spirits, good-looking labels (we
all love to drink with our eyes) and
limited editions, such as
ornamental cages which can be
used as a fruit bowl when the
bottle is removed.
For your building block to make
the classics, you’ll need a bottle
of vodka, gin, white and dark rum,
tequila, whisky, rye whisky,
brandy and Campari. Then you’ll
need the most commonly used
liqueurs, such as orange liqueur
(Cointreau is an obvious choice)
and sweet and dry Italian
vermouths.
Syrups, bitters and salt
For cocktails such as a daiquiri,
which call for sugar syrup, you’ll
need a bottle of Monin Pure
Cane Syrup. For a Manhattan,
Angostura Bitters and to salt the
rim of a margarita, Maldon sea
salt.

Juice
The golden cocktail rule is all
citrus juice must be freshly
squeezed, hence the juicer in
your tools list.
Garnishing
Garnish is the cherry on the cake.
Think of the meticulous care
professional bartenders put into
garnishing a cocktail. Not only
does it make a drink look instantly
more appealing, it smells good
too and can be tweaked to
complement or create a
contrasting flavour profile.
Whether it’s a lemon, lime or
orange, you’ll need a sharp knife
to cut a long, thin strip of peel to
twist into a curly shape.
Note: As with any recipe, using the
best quality spirits, freshest fruit,
premium mixers and good quality
(large) ice cubes will always give
you the best results. PA/TPN
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Caring for your Goldfish

Like all pets, Goldfish need your care to keep
them happy and healthy. The vets at the PDSA
have lots of advice about how to care for your
aquatic friends.
your fish in the tank water for
20 minutes to let your fish
gradually get used to the
new water temperature.
Add some water from the
tank to the water in the bag
and wait another 10
minutes. Let your fish swim
into their new tank and throw
away the water from the bag.

Giving your goldfish
the perfect home
Goldfish need plenty of
space to swim. A large fish
tank or an outdoor pond will
give them the space they
need to live a happy, healthy
life.
‘Goldfish bowls’ don’t make
good homes for fish - they’re
are usually too small and
don’t let enough oxygen into
the water.
Goldfish are cold-water fish,
so they don’t need any
special equipment to heat
up their tank. It’s important
not to change the
temperature of the tank
suddenly as this can shock
your fish.

Goldfish are social animals
so they need other fish to
keep them company. Be
careful not to keep too many
together in one tank as this
can lead to bullying and their
water can become polluted.
As a general rule of thumb,
you can keep 0.5cm of fish
per litre of water in the tank.
Adding objects and
ornaments to your tank can
help keep your fish active
and help them feel safe.
Shelters such as caves and
tunnels will let them get
away from other fish when
they want to. Plants and
other objects will add
interest and give them
something to explore. Don’t

add too many things to their
tank, though – they still need
plenty of space to swim
around freely.
When you fill your tank, you’ll
need to make the water safe
for your fish. Tap water has
chlorine in it which is
dangerous to fish. You can
add de-chlorination drops
(available from pet shops) to
make the water safe.
Adding your goldfish to
their tank
Once you’ve got the tank set
up, and it’s been filled with
de-chlorinated water, you’re
ready to add your fish to their
new home!
Float the bag containing

Cleaning your goldfish
tank
You’ll need to clean your fish
tank regularly to stop waste
products building up in the
tank and making your fish ill.
Daily cleaning should
include removing any
uneaten food after feeding
time by removing it with a
net.Weekly cleaning needs
to involve removing around
20% of the water from the
tank and throwing it away.
Treat the replacement water
with de-chlorination drops
and leave to sit for 15
minutes so that it reaches
the same temperature as
the tank. Carefully add it to
the tank.
Unless told to by your vet,
don’t change all the water in
the tank at once. This can
put a lot of stress on your fish.
Feeding

your

goldfish

Goldfish should be fed a
good quality complete
commercial goldfish food.
Complete foods contain all
the nutrients your fish need
and often come in flakes
which are easy to measure
out and feed to your fish.
Always follow the feeding
guidelines on the food
packet. Generally, goldfish
should be fed twice a day. If
there is any uneaten food left
in the water a few minutes
after feeding, you’re feeding
them a bit too much in one
go. Use a net to remove the
uneaten food and give them
a bit less next time.
Goldfish
health
Check your goldfish every
day for any signs that they’re
getting sick. Look for out for
gasping at the surface,
rubbing against objects in
the tank, lethargy, not eating,
swimming in an unusual
way, changing colour,
lumps or ulcers, any growths
that look like cotton wool
and damaged fins.
If you see any of these signs,
visit your vet straight away.
Any change in the way your
fish look or act could be a
sign of illness – if in doubt,
speak to your vet.

PETS

FOR

ADOPTION

NOVEMBER IS ADOPT A
SENIOR MONTH

FLY was born in 2006. Sweet,
gentle, loving female. Loves her
walks. Active and no sign of any
stiffness. Sterilised, microchipped and vaccinated. Email:
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com
if you would like to meet her.

JIMBO was born in 2009. A
male version of Fly. Sterilised,
microchipped and vaccinated.
Please email: cadelacarlota.
comp@gmail.com if you would
like to meet him .

BEAUTY was born in 2010.
Another sweet golden oldie
female. Sweet, gentle, loving
female. Active and no sign of any
stiffness. Sterilised, microchipped and vaccinated. Email
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com
if you would like to meet her .

ALFI is a 4-year-old male. He is
very friendly and loves to cuddle
all day long and is looking for his
forever home. Please call
Corinna on: 918552788 or email:
ccc.carvoeirocatcharity@gmail.com

GORDON is 2-months-old,
3.5kg, vaccinated and castrated.
Being socialised and now ready
for adoption. Contact Susan
(SBAH) 918435448

Health

More than just the winter blues
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Seasonal affective disorder is a lot more complex than
just mourning the end of summer and being a bit glum.

Try getting more daily exercise
Kaura explains: “If you experience SAD,
lifestyle changes like regular exercise and
getting as much sunlight as possible (for
example trying to take at least a 20-minute
walk outside every lunchtime) can make
all the difference.” Other behavioural
habits - like making your workspace
light and airy and sitting near windows
when you’re indoors - can have a positive
effect too.
Try to
take at
least a 20minute
walk
outside
every
lunchtime.
(Photo:
iStock/PA)

A

utumn has arrived and it already
feels like we’re heading into the
depths of winter. With the annual
ritual of putting the clocks back
too, it’s easy to feel a bit gloomy about the
darker evenings to come.
For some, the onset of winter brings
‘major depressive episodes’ that can be
extremely debilitating, making keeping up
everyday tasks very difficult.
Far from being just a touch of ‘winter
blues’, seasonal affective disorder otherwise known as SAD - is a form of
clinical depression that has a clear
pattern, occurring at the same time each
year during winter.
“People with SAD regularly feel low in
mood during the winter season, but

recover during the summer,” says
LloydsPharmacy pharmacist Anshu
Kaura, (lloydspharmacy.com).
While only a small percentage of the
population suffer with chronic and very
debilitating SAD, experts believe many
more of us may suffer mild effects of the
disorder during the winter months; a case
of the winter blues.
There are lots of different ideas about why
SAD occurs, but evidence seems to point
towards lack of sunlight being a trigger for
some people. Less daylight hours in
winter means the body produces more of
the sleep hormone melatonin, which can
cause lethargy and symptoms of
depression.
What can I do to combat it?

29

Manage your diet
When we’re feeling tired and rundown, it’s
easy to reach for sugary foods like
chocolate, cakes and biscuits to boost our
blood sugar levels, but dietitian Helen Bond
says the energy boost will be short-lived.
“It’s much better to go for healthier
choices, which will give us a longer lasting
source of energy, such as fruit, nuts and
seeds, yogurt and oat cakes.
“The best way to get all the nutrients,
vitamins and minerals our bodies and gut
microbes need is to eat a well-balanced
and varied diet. But eating healthily can be
challenging, especially when we’re busy
juggling busy work schedules with the
hectic demands of family life.”
It’s certainly not a substitute for a healthy
and varied diet, but Bond says taking a
daily multivitamin and mineral food
supplement can help top up your levels of
energy-giving nutrients and ensure that
you achieve recommended daily intakes.
Sort out your sleep routine
Feeling lethargic and sleepy during the
day, or sleeping for longer than normal,

are key symptoms of seasonal affective
disorder, so taking steps to manage the
time you spend in bed can help to keep
both body and mind in a healthy routine.
Dr Irshaad Ebrahim, medical director of
The London Sleep Centre, says,
“Everyone is different and so is the amount
of sleep they need each night.
On average, a ‘normal’ amount of sleep
for an adult is considered to be around
seven to nine hours a night, but children
and babies sleep for much longer than
this.”
That said, Ebrahim believes quality of sleep
is more important than the amount of sleep and if you don’t get enough good quality
sleep you’ll feel tired the next day, no matter
how many hours you’ve had.
In the winter, we often rely on central heating
to keep us warm, but Ebrahim explains that,
naturally, our body temperature drops and
raises whilst we sleep. So try keeping the
heating off but having a few layers of
bedding instead, so you can remove or add
layers throughout the night.
“It’s tempting to get a few extra hours sleep
at the weekend and many people look
forward to a Sunday lie-in. However,
changing your sleep pattern can knock your
body out of routine for the coming week. It’s
best to try and stick to the same bed time
and wake-up time if possible,” he adds.
And if you’re really struggling?
If you’ve tried self-help and lifestyle
measures and SAD is still affecting your
day-to-day life, talk to your family doctor or
pharmacist. An accurate diagnosis can be
really helpful and there are treatment
PA/TPN
options that can help.
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Beat brassy blonde hair

Hair toner can help you correct or personalise your colour, to control brassiness and
keep hair looking healthy. (Photo: iStock/PA)

E

ven if you shell out
a small fortune
getting the perfect
creamy colour at
the hairdressers, just a few

short weeks later, your hair
can often turn an undesired
shade as your icy tone
fades fast.
Fortunately, there are

several things you can do to
both prevent and fix an
attack of the brassy
blondes. Here’s what the
experts have to say...

Every blonde knows, that of all the hair disasters likely to strike
between salon appointments, developing unwanted brassy locks
might just be the worst.
Why does bleached
hair turn brassy?
When your hair is lightened
at the hairdressers, it’s
usually bleached with a
mixture of ammonia and
peroxide. Even the most
silvery of bottle blondes are
left with some underlying
pigment in the hair though,
and as the artificial colour
begins to fade, the warm
tones start creeping back
in.
“People assume that if they
leave bleach on their hair for
long enough, it will go
completely white, but there’s
still some natural pigment
that’s left inside of the cortex
which never goes away,”
explains Michael Shaun
Corby, global creative
director of Living Proof . This
is why brassiness tends to
strike in dark hair that gets
dyed platinum or blonde.
“Some people also have
what I call a ‘pre-existing
condition’ though, which is
when they previously had
their hair tinted a darker
shade for the winter, or
added some highlights
between. This causes
permanent staining that
never goes completely
light.
“As hairdressers, we tone
those away with pearl
tones, violet tones and
shades of blue and red. But
when the blue molecules
fade, you’re left with a sort
of ‘stained plastic look’
that’s brassy, yellow and
orange.”
Shampoo the hair only
once
Lather, rinse, repeat. It’s a
mantra that many of us
follow in the shower, but all
that double cleansing
could be stripping your hair
of its precious colour - and
with no real benefit to its
cleanliness.
“Keeping the beautiful work
that your stylist created as
long as possible starts with
shampooing less,” says
Corby.
“I always advise
shampooing only once, not

twice, because you don’t
need it.”
Dry hair immediately
out of the shower
You might think that
leaving your locks to
naturally air dry is the best
way to keep your blonde in
top condition, but experts
say this is the first mistake
many people make after
leaving the salon.
“The longer the hair is wet,
the more the [blue]
molecule is prone to fall
out of the hair,” explains
Corby.
“Rather than waiting, get
your hair dry straight out of
the shower using a
hairdryer, and spray in lots
of heat protection.”
Skip the straighteners
It’s tempting to recreate
those perfect loose curls
you left the salon with, but if
you want your blonde to go
further, it’s a good idea to
limit your use of heated
tools, like tongs and
straighteners.
“Excess heat to the hair
can cause blondes to go
brassy, especially if your
colourist uses a toner,”
explains Katie Hale, head
of colour at Charles
Worthington.
“The more heat used, the
more it effects the cuticle,”
says Hale, “which strips out
any toner or anti-brass
shampoos that have been
used on the hair.”
Go for a colour refresh
“Pop in to see your
colourist for a ‘colour
refresh’,” says Hale. “This
usually involves applying a
glaze to remove any brassy
tones and amp up cooler
ashy tones.”
Hair toner can help you
correct or personalise your
colour, to control
brassiness and keep hair
looking healthy.
The blonde toners used by
hairdressers usually come
in a purple colour, since
the violet reduces yellow
tones and eliminates

brassiness. A silver
shampoo or home toner
can help to keep your
colour in peak condition
between appointments
too.
Change your shampoo
game
“Use a clarifying shampoo,
such as the A’kin Moisture
Rich Wheat Protein
Shampoo on the hair once
a week,” advises Hale.
These shampoos remove
the build-up of pollution or
product (like dry shampoo)
that coats the hair and
makes it look murky or dull.
Drying sulphates are
chemicals used as
foaming agents to form a
lather in many shampoos,
but they can strip your hair
of their natural oils, so look
out for sulphate-free
options, which are kind to
colour-treated locks.
As a general rule, most
experts recommend
washing your hair every two
to three days, and although
opinion is divided on the
matter, the overwhelming
majority say washing too
much can cause hair
breakage.
“Wait for three days before
you shampoo, and maybe
even make it four, if you can
stretch it out,” says Corby.
Dry shampoo is your
best friend
Corby’s biggest tip? “Invest
in a good dry shampoo,
one that doesn’t make your
hair feel texturised or dirty.”
A decent dry shampoo will
remove all the excess oil,
sweat and odour that’s
built up in the strands,
leaving you with fresh,
clean hair that will last for
many days.
“Spray it in and leave it for
30 seconds,” is Corby’s goto technique.
“People spray, rub and
then spray again, but that’s
the wrong way to use it. You
want to spray, wait for 30
seconds and then brush it
out.”
PA/TPN
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How to protect your ears at any age
Millions of people are thought to suffer from some degree of hearing loss,
and while it is more common in older people, plenty of younger people
have hearing problems too.

T

he charity Action
on Hearing Loss
believes that
many young
people are at risk of hearing
damage from loud music which can include tinnitus
as well as hearing loss and is urging them to better
protect their ears from
prolonged exposure to it.
Hearing protection expert
Stephen Wheatley, a
trustee of the UK Hearing
Conservation Association
and CEO of HearAngel/
LimitEar, which develops
technologies to protect
hearing while using
headphones, explains that
humans have about
15,000 auditory hair cells in
each ear at birth, and
regular, repeated exposure
to large sound doses can
cause irreparable damage
to them.
“This damage can take a
long time to show up and,
obviously, the older one
gets, the more sound
you’re likely to be exposed
to,” says Wheatley. “You
don’t get any more of the
hair cells and when they’re
gone, they’re gone - and so
is your hearing.
Here are Wheatley’s
simple tips to lower your
sound exposure and
protect your hearing at any
age...
Generally avoid noise
Sometimes, a little peace
and quiet is exactly what
you need. As exposure to
sound is calculated as an
average over a 24-hour
period, those quiet times
will help bring the average
down and your ears will
benefit from a period of no
or low-exposure to sound.
The obvious time to
achieve quiet is when
you’re asleep, so make
your bedroom environment
as quiet as possible.

Equally, if you’re spending
an evening in a noisy
nightclub or at a concert,
take a break from the noise
occasionally, either by
going to a quieter area or
perhaps by wearing
earplugs for a support
band but removing them
for the main act.
Know your sound dose
How long are you listening
for, how loud is it, and
what’s the ‘energy’ content
of what you’re listening to?
These factors combine to
give you your sound dose.
How does your sound dose
compare with the hearing
health recommendations?
As a guide, electronic
dance music is high energy
- lots of beats, few gaps to
recover - while speech,
with lots of quiet pauses
between words, is
relatively low energy.
Looking at the
recommendations of
hearing health experts
such as the World Health
Organisation (WHO) and
the Noise at Work
regulations as to what
constitutes an acceptable
sound level, the magic
number is 80.22dB over a
24-hour period.
Let your device guide
you
If you’re listening on your
phone or tablet, you’ll
probably have noticed the
high volume warning don’t automatically
override this, instead think
about why it’s there. The
current WHO
recommendations are to
limit your exposure to no
more than 85dBA over any
eight-hour period. A
smartphone can output
more than 100dB - and at
that volume it’s only safe to
listen for around 20
minutes in any eight-hour

period before hearing is
damaged.
Vary what you listen to
You may love a blast of
Metallica to wake you up
on your morning
commute, but your ears
won’t thank you if you
continue to listen to such
high-energy music all day.
Consider your personal
sound dose and, as well
as spending plenty of time
resting your ears without
headphones, consider
listening to something a
little more gentle too.
Don’t listen in noisy
environments
When you’re sitting on the
train, tube or bus, it’s
tempting to plug in your
headphones and switch
off from the world.
However, you’ll probably
find yourself nudging up
the volume to block out the
extraneous noise so you
can hear clearly - we tend
to listen at 6-10dB above
the level of the
background noise. So, if
you’re on an underground
train that can reach levels
as high as 90-100dB, and
attempting to get the
volume above that, you’re
on dangerous ground,
hearing-wise.
The best thing you can do
when background noise is
high is use earplugs or, if
you want to listen to
something, wear over-ear
(preferably noisecancelling) headphones
that block out most of the
noise.

Sometimes, a little peace and quiet is exactly what you need. (Photo: iStock/PA)

Use
noise-cancelling
headphones
If you use noise-cancelling
headphones, you’ll find that
in noisy environments you’ll
listen at a lower volume, so
you’ll be able to use your
headphones three or four
times longer, and you’ll be
doing your long-term
hearing a favour. Earpiecetype noise-cancelling
headphones will reduce
ambient noise by a factor of
10, over-ear ones by 20 (their
physical shape makes a
more effective barrier than inear headphones). They work
by cancelling out the noise
you’re being exposed to, and
they make it quieter even if
you’re not actually listening to
anything. You’ll still have to
listen at 6-10dB above the
noise ‘floor’ (residual level),
but as that will be much
lower, the total listening level
will be correspondingly
PA/TPN
lower.
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This Week’s profiles:

Trading Places

Curtains, cushions and dressed
‘Becoming your own Counsellor’,
bedrooms to transform your home

Integrative Counsellor, Paul Jokinen-Carter

Paula and
Renata
For further information, Tel:
910 681 242 or visit our
Facebook and Instagram
pages at Paula and Renata
Curtains

Natural Joki
Flow
For more information Tel. 910
665 601 / 910 665 601 or visit:
www.naturaljokiflow.com

Paula and Renata use their skills to
create handmade curtains, covers,
cushions and anything made from fabric –
to make each property unique, comfortable
and perfect for every home owner.
Established 4-years-ago by Paula
Suldac and her daughter Renata, the pair
bring together their skills with fabric and
their distinctive creative flair to transform
homes quickly and effectively.
Paula has 38 years of experience
making curtains, cushions, blinds and
covers by hand and between them Paula
and Renata can make just about anything
from textiles.
All of the projects completed by Paula and
Renata are carried out to the highest
standard and all clients receive a visit from
Paula and Renata prior to commencing any
project to ensure correct measurements.
The team are happy to complete projects
of all sizes, from curtains in a single room, to
the recovering of outdoor furniture, with
discounts available for larger projects.

New curtains in a room can change the
look and feel of the space either by
themselves or as part of a refurbishment
project. Updating cushions on indoor
sofas and chairs can transform their
character. New cushions for outdoor
furniture can update economic and old
furniture to look exclusive and feel more
comfortable.
Paula and Renata work primarily in the
Lagos area but for larger projects, almost
any location along the Algarve will be
considered. Visits to the workshop, where
clients are able to view a wide range of
textile samples, are recommended and
are by appointment only. Displays of work
from Paula an Renata are available to be
viewed at Furniture World on the EN125
Lagos. They also have a comprehensive
Facebook page with numerous pictures
and videos and an Instagram page
Workshop address
Estrada da
Barragem , No 13 R/C Esq. 8600-250
Odiaxere.

Pure Pools, providing a warm
pool throughout the year
Pure Pools
For more information Tel:
(+351) 282 760 033, mobile:
919 851 016, email:
info@purepools.com. or
visit: www.purepools.com

Royal Grass
For further information or a
free quotation, please call
Léon on 912 649 654 or
email geral@royalgrass.pt.
DISCLAIMER:
While The Portugal News has
done its utmost to ensure the
information contained on this
page is correct, all advertorials
are supplied by advertisers.

With sunny days and air temperatures
still warm hopefully your pool is looking very
inviting, but is the water temperature to
your liking?
A titanium heat pump is the most reliable
and ecological way to heat your pool.
They are highly efficient, very quiet and
capable of heating your pool throughout
the year to temperatures of 28ºC, and
above if required. The technology works
by taking free heat from the ambient air and
transferring it into the pool water, making
them up to 600% efficient.
With the new Inverter technology, hot
gas/reverse cycle defrost function, they
will continue heating your pool even when
air temperatures drop. This option comes
as standard when supplied by Pure Pools.
This means they are very reliable in the
cooler months.
As an option or in addition to the Heat

Pumps, our Solar Heating Systems use
Evacuated Cylindrical Tubes which
absorb 92% of solar radiation on the
collector, retaining heat and ensuring
minimal heat loss to provide ultimate
efficiency.
In order to further lower energy
consumption, maximize savings, and to
protect the environment, we always
recommend installing a cover to a heated
pool. We supply a comprehensive range
of bubble covers and automatic slat type
covers. The Automatic Covers also carry
the French Safety standard NF P90-308
for child protection.
With over 25 years of experience we
offer sound advice to our customers and
provide excellent back up and repair
services.
Please contact Pure Pools for any
further information.

In this hectic world there is an
enormous pressure to highly
achieve and to ‘be the best’.
This can lead to hiding our
frailties in-case our peers notice
that we are not as strong as we
wanted them to believe.
We also bury our emotions as
our biggest fear is that we will be
rejected if we expose our true
selves.
But this can impact badly on
our physical health. In my view,
both our emotional and physical
selves can’t be isolated. The
harmony of both is an important
step to a healthier and happier
life.
Part of my work with clients is
to help them develop skills that
allow them to become their own
Counsellor, which in turn gives
them a range of tools to resolve
problems, own their feelings and
communicate honestly with the
people in their lives. For this
reason I model behaviour that
they can replicate outside of the
counselling space, e.g:
(i) being non-judgemental.
(ii) honest communication, i.e. minimal
dialogue, clearly delivered, without
dressing it up to soften the message.
(iii) supportive feedback.
Many of my clients who have tried talking
to their friends and family members have
become frustrated by their attempts to ‘fix’
them. It is natural that we want our loved
one’s to be well and happy but the hidden
agenda is “don’t be you” because, “we
can’t cope when we see you so unhappy”.
And for that reason I believe a
Counselling relationship is unique. For

some clients the counselling room
becomes the safest place in their world.
As a result of my unconditional
acceptance they can totally be themselves
and often for the first time in their life. What
they learn with me is applied to their other
relationships, including the most important
one, the relationship with themselves.
I offer a free initial telephone
consultation which can help you to
establish what you would like to achieve.
And from there I normally suggest that we
meet weekly, for at least six sessions.
Each session is 60 minutes long.

Get ready for the most natural
artificial grass

Having a
perfect lawn is
many a
homemaker’s
pride and joy. But
what if you do not
have the time or
access to water to
maintain your lawn
to your ideal
standard? This is
where artificial turf
comes in, and with
today’s
technologies it is
almost indistinguishable from real grass.
At the forefront of development is the
highly realistic turf by Royal Grass.
Royal Grass specializes in realistic turf
for private lawns and public spaces. In
their quest for creating the most naturallooking grass as possible, the company
has made several breakthroughs in its 16
years of existence. After an extensive
research and development period, Royal
Grass has perfected a new technology,
called ‘ReaDY’ (realistic directional yarn),
that allows the fibers to fall in a natural,
random manner.
Director of Royal Grass Portugal, Léon
Geerlings says: “It looks incredibly
realistic. We get so many positive reactions
from clients, who say that nobody notices
that they have artificial turf. People often
have to feel the turf to believe it’s artificial.”
Green year round
Royal Grass gives home owners the
option to have a beautiful, natural-looking
green lawn all year long, without the effort.
Made from high-quality polyethylene, the
fibers are colour-fast, UV-proof, soft to
touch and not damaging to human health

or nature. All of Royal Grass’s products are
certified to the EN71-3 standard, which is
typically used to guarantee the safety of
children’s toys.
Following
nature
By studying real grass, Royal Grass has
been able to replicate it to a level that had
not been seen before.
Launched in 2016, the 52mm tall
‘Sense’ was the first turf to implement their
advanced ReaDY technology, the follow
up was a type called ‘Wave’. At 36 mm
tall, Wave has the appearance of a patch
of grass that was recently mowed.
The newest type in the ReaDY range
is Lush, a 42 mm tall summerly fresh-looking
artificial grass. Some fibres of Royal Grass
Lush have a natural yellow brownish
colour which give a warm, late summer
look.
More information
Feel free to visit our show garden in
Portimão where you can experience
several types of Royal Grass. Please
contact us to make an appointment so you
can see and feel our excellent artificial
grass.

Property of the Week
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Bright and sunny two bedroom villa with private
pool near Porches
Exclusive to Panoramic Properties, Carvoeiro.
Nestled in the countryside between the village
of Porches and the holiday resort of Armação de
Pera, we will find this charming property in a
serene and peaceful setting.
A one level property with a gated entrance.
Welcoming hallway leads one into a comfortable
lounge with Satellite TV and a closed-in log
fireplace. Adjoining dining room with direct access
into the fully fitted and equipped kitchen. There
is also a pantry with washing machine and plenty
storage space.
Two ample bedrooms with fitted wardrobes
and heating. the family bathroom is spacious with
a bath and step-in shower.

A south-facing property with a decent sized,
sheltered kidney shaped pool and outside
shower. Steps up to the roof terrace which
provides lovely distant sea views and views to the
mountains and surroundings.
The villa is surrounded by a well-maintained
garden of 1.440m2 with fruit trees, bushes,
flowers, automatic irrigation, cistern of 20.000
litres and is fully walled and fenced.
Although in a more rural area, there is quick access
to beautiful beaches, towns and all amenities.
A quaint and charming property in a tranquil
location.
Don´t miss this opportunity at a bargain price.

For more information about this beautiful property (Ref. PPPR304-V) priced at €350,000, please
contact Panoramic Properties. Tel: (+351) 282 359 197 / (+351) 964 641 797, email:
info@panoramic.properties or visit: www.panoramic.properties
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Prestige Property

Invest in a resort property and relax
If you are considering the purchase of a home in the Algarve, be it a
permanent residence, holiday home or an investment you should realise
the benefits of buying on an established and financially sound resort.

Often golf resorts are
thought to be a destination
solely for golfers. In reality
this is not the case as many
resort residents have never
swung a club. They have
simply realised the benefits
and comforts of life on a
residential resort.
However, if there is a golfer
or even a would-be golfer
in the family, then they can
relax in the knowledge that
there are plenty of
alternative activities
available to amuse the
others such as tennis,
children’s recreational
areas, specialist clubs,
swimming pools and

comprehensive indoor
leisure and spa facilities.
For home owners there are
always considerable
membership savings
throughout the resort on all
such activities including the
bar and restaurant.
The benefits of resort life
are numerous but a
consideration high on the
list of many potential
buyers is safety and
security. A 24-hour security
patrol offers residents
peace of mind for both their
home and personal wellbeing.
Golf resorts are
renowned for being an

oasis of peace, tranquillity
and cleanliness where
homes have been carefully
planned to follow the
contours of the course,
offering vistas of lush green
fairways and even ocean
views. Beautifully
manicured gardens and
well-kept avenues are
tended daily by a team of
experienced gardeners
who also ensure that
refuse points remain clean
and tidy.
The clubhouse, bars and
restaurants provide a
social hub all year round
with organised activities
ranging from quiz nights,

wine tastings to dinner
dances. They provide a
great environment to meet
people, make long term
friendships and build a
good social life.
Even if you aspire to a
prestigious fairway villa but
the bank account won’t
currently allow, then resorts
usually offer a range of
property types and buyers
are often surprised by the
affordability. It is generally a
misconception that buying
on a resort is more
expensive. Residents can
often benefit from the same
facilities and, of course, the
build quality of an
apartment will be the same
as a prestige villa.
Buying on a resort, for
many, is an aspirational
status that we may strive for
in life. Being located in a
prestigious
neighbourhood where
everything is carefully
cared for, provides a sense
of success and pride.
There may be rules and
regulations in place, but

these are present to aid
harmonious living and to
ensure that your home
remains in pristine
condition.
On-resort management
and rental services may
also be an attractive service
if you either wish to have
your home cared for in your
absence or wish to profit
from rental income.
A resort property provides
a package of facilities and
your guests will love the
convenience and choice of
these amenities. Resort
properties generally
achieve higher rental
income because you are
selling more than
accommodation - you are
offering your clients a
holiday with added
facilities.
With an eye to the future,
should you decide it’s time
to sell, there is always a
strong demand for resale
resort properties. If your
home comes with a rental
history, then this can be an
added incentive for a buyer.

A first time overseas
purchase can feel like a
step into the unknown but
remember, an investment
on a resort with an
established and financially
stable reputation is more
likely to provide the investor
with a valuable long term
asset.
One such destination
fitting the above criteria is
the residence of Boavista
Golf & Spa in Lagos.
Situated to the west of the
Algarve’s most historic and
picturesque town and
within minutes of beaches,
the location couldn’t be
better.
A new build programme
currently offers a selection
of property types and must
be seen to be appreciated.
For further information,
please call (+351) 282 000
170, email
sales@boavistaresort.pt
sales@algarvepropertygolf.com
or visit
www.propertyportugalbayviewvillage.com
www.boavistaresort.pt
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SATURDAY 16

SUNDAY 17

MONDAY 18

TUESDAY 19

WEDNESDAY 20

THURSDAY 21

FRIDAY 22

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

22.00
22.45
23.15
00.15
00.20

00.50
00.55

23.25
00.15
00.20

BBC Two

06.00 Breakfast.
10.00 Saturday Kitchen Live.
11.30 Flour Power.
12.00 Football Focus.
12.30 Homes Under the Hammer.
13.00 BBC News; Weather.
13.15 Bargain Hunt.
14.00 LiveInternationalRugbyUnion.
16.30 Garden Rescue.
17.15 BBC News.
17.35 Pointless Celebrities.
18.25 The Hit List.
19.05 Strictly Come Dancing.
20.20 The Wall.
21.10 Casualty.
22.00 BBC News; Weather;
22.15 National Lottery Update.
22.20 FILM: Guardians of the
Galaxy (2014).
00.15 The NFL Show.
00.45 Weather for the Week Ahead.
00.50 BBC News.

BBC Two
06.40
07.00
09.30
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
16.45
17.30
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
21.45
22.45
00.20

08.10
08.30
09.05
09.25
09.30
11.40
12.40
12.50
13.25
16.00
16.30
17.00
18.00
18.15
19.10
20.20
22.10
23.15
23.35
01.00

00.45
00.50

CITV.
Scrambled!
Mr Magoo.
Mr Bean: The Animated
Series.
The Rubbish World of Dave
Spud.
LEGO Jurassic World: The
Legend of Isla Nublar.
Scrambled!: Mighty
Magiswords!
ITV News.
James Martin’s Saturday
Morning.
Nadia’s Family Feasts.
ITV News and Weather.
Riding a Dream.
ITV Racing: Live from
Cheltenham.
Paul O’Grady: For the Love of
Dogs.
The Mountain.
Tipping Point.
ITV News and Weather.
The Chase Celebrity Special.
Take Me Out.
The X Factor: Celebrity.
The Jonathan Ross Show.
ITV News and Weather.
Ant & Dec’s DNA Journey.
Ideal World.

01.05
02.05
02.50

Channel 4
06.20
06.45
08.00
09.35
10.35
11.30
12.30
15.10
16.30
17.30
18.30
19.00
20.00
22.50
00.20
02.05
03.00

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Heineken Champions Cup
Rugby: The Big Tackle.
The Big Bang Theory.
The Simpsons.
Heineken Champions Cup
Rugby Union.
A Place in the Sun.
Four Rooms with Sarah
Beeny.
The Secret Life of the Zoo.
Channel 4 News.
Great British Car Journeys.
FILM: Independence Day
(1996).
Formula 1: Brazilian Grand
Prix Qualifying Highlights.
FILM: Behind Enemy Lines
(2001).
The Last Leg.
Hollyoaks.

BBC Four
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.55
23.55
00.55

20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.15
23.45

The Amelia Gething
Complex.
Live International Rugby
League.
Deadly 60 on a Mission.
Robot Wars.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
MasterChef:TheProfessionals.
MasterChef:TheProfessionals.
Live Tennis: ATP World Tour
Finals.
International Rugby League.
Britain’s Biggest Warship
Goes to Sea.
Dad’s Army.
Wales: Land of the Wild.
Great Australian Railway
Journeys.
QI XL.
Novels That Shaped Our
World.
Pose.
FILM: Jimi: All Is By My
Side (2013).

ITV London
06.00
07.30
07.35
07.50

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.30
11.30
12.15
13.00
13.15
13.55
14.05
15.05
15.50
16.50
17.15
18.15
19.15

James May’s Big Trouble in
Model Britain.
Earth’s Natural Wonders.
Spiral.
Top of the Pops: 1988.
The Proclaimers: This Is the
Story.
Peaky Blinders.

Breakfast.
The Andrew Marr Show.
Sunday Politics.
Sunday Morning Live.
Wanted Down Under.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News; Weather.
Songs of Praise.
Lifeline.
Animal Park.
Children in Need Best Bits ‘19.
Seven Worlds, One Planet.
BBC News.
Countryfile.
Seven Worlds, One Planet.
Strictly Come Dancing: The
Results.
His Dark Materials.
The War of the Worlds.
BBC News.
TheRichardDimblebyLecture.
The Women’s Football Show.
Gary Lineker: My Grandad’s
War.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.15
07.00
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.30
12.30
13.30
14.25
16.20
17.00
18.00
21.00
22.00
23.00

A to Z of TV Gardening.
The Great Chelsea Garden
Challenge.
Around the World in 80
Gardens.
Countryfile.
Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
MasterChef:TheProfessionals.
Rick Stein’s Secret France.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
FILM: From Here to
Eternity (1953).
Flog It!
The World’s Most
Extraordinary Homes.
Live Tennis: ATP World Tour
Finals.
Reggie in China.
The Misadventures of
RomeshRanganathan.
FILM: The Hurt Locker
(2008).
Question Time.
Best House in Town.
Holby City.

ITV London
06.00
09.25
09.30
10.30
11.30
12.30
13.35
13.50
15.40
16.15
19.15
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.45
23.00
00.05
01.15

CITV.
ITV News.
Beautiful Baking with Juliet
Sear.
John and Lisa’s Weekend
Kitchen.
Nadia’s Family Feasts.
Love Your Garden.
ITV News and Weather.
The X Factor: Celebrity.
Back to Mine.
UEFA Euro 2020 Qualifier Live.
ITV News and Weather.
Tipping Point: Best Ever
Finals.
The Chase: I’m a Celebrity
Special.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here!
ITV News and Weather.
International Football
Highlights.
England’s Grand.
Ideal World.

06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00

Breakfast.
Dom Does America.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Claimed and Shamed.
Ill Gotten Gains.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Father Brown.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Critical Incident.
EastEnders.
Room 101.
War Crimes Scandal
Exposed - Panorama.
BBC News at Ten.
The Young Offenders.
Earth from Space.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.40
22.45
23.45

Dom Does America.
Flog It!
Meet the Bears.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Street Auction.
Chase the Case.
Coast and Country Auctions.
Who Do You Think You Are?
Yes Chef.
Eggheads.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
Only Connect.
University Challenge.
Vienna Blood.
Newsnight.
Bollywood: The World’s
Biggest Film Industry.
The Apprentice.
Countryfile.
Flatmates.

06.30
07.15
08.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Judge Rinder.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
Cash Trapped.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
The Mountain.
Coronation Street.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here!
ITV News; Weather.
On Assignment.
All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite.
Ideal World.
Masterpiece with Alan
Titchmarsh.

06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.25
18.30
19.00
20.00

BBC Two
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.30
14.15
15.00
16.00
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.30
23.15
00.15
01.15
02.10

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.30
23.15
23.50
00.45
03.00

Channel 4

Channel 4

06.20
06.45
07.35
08.30

06.30
07.45
08.40
10.10

09.30
12.25
13.25
15.10
17.00
17.35
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.30
00.30
02.25

Cheers.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Dubai 2019 World Para
Athletics Championships.
Sunday Brunch.
The Simpsons.
FILM: Flushed Away (2006).
FILM: Kung Fu Panda 2
(2011).
A Place in the Sun.
The Dog House.
Channel 4 News.
Great Canal Journeys.
Escape to the Chateau.
Guy Martin: World’s Fastest
Tractor.
Formula 1 Brazilian Grand
Prix Highlights.
FILM: Criminal (2016).
Four in a Bed.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
22.00
22.55
00.25
01.10

The Women’s Football Show.
The River Taff with Will
Millard.
America’s Greatest Opera
House: The Story of the Met.
The Worlds of Ursula K Le
Guin.
The Byrd Who Flew Alone:
The Triumphs & Tragedy of
Gene Clark.
The Sinner.
Peaky Blinders.

11.05
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.05
01.05
01.55
02.50

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun: Home or
Away.
Junior Bake Off.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Born Homeless - Dispatches.
Save Well, Spend Better.
24 Hours in A&E.
Home Free.
First Dates.
First Dates.
Pants on Fire.
The End of the ****ing World.
Come Dine with Me.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.25
23.25
23.55

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Clarissa and the King’s
Cookbook.
Princess Margaret: The
Rebel Royal.
One Child Nation - Storyville.
The Sun.
Into the Wind.
Peaky Blinders.

Breakfast.
Dom Does America.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Claimed and Shamed.
Ill Gotten Gains.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Father Brown.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Holby City.
Gold Digger.
BBC News at Ten.
National Lottery Update.
Plastic Surgery Undressed.
National Lottery Awards:
Celebrating 25 Years.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.10
13.40
14.25
15.10
16.00
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.15
00.05

Dom Does America.
The Repair Shop.
Great Australian Railway
Journeys.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Lifeline.
Street Auction.
Chase the Case.
Coast and Country Auctions.
David Niven: Talking Pictures.
Yes Chef.
Eggheads.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
MasterChef:TheProfessionals.
Rick Stein’s Secret France.
Live at the Apollo.
Newsnight.
NFL This Week.
Britain’s Biggest Warship
Goes to Sea.

ITV London

21.00
22.00
23.00
23.55
00.50

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Judge Rinder.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
Cash Trapped.
ITV News London; Weather.
Party Election Broadcast.
ITV Evening News; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Johnson v Corbyn: The ITV
Debate.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here!
The ITV Election Interviews.
ITV News; Weather.
The Jonathan Ross Show.
Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.30
07.45
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun: Home or
Away.
Junior Bake Off.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
FoodUnwrappedGoesVegan.
Boom, Bust & Bankers.
First Dates.
Shut-Ins: Britain’s Fattest
People.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.10
00.10

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Canal Boat Diaries.
Princess Margaret: The
Rebel Royal.
Greg Davies: Looking for
Kes.
Kes: Reimagined.
Sleuths, Spies & Sorcerers:
Andrew Marr’s Paperback
Heroes.
Make! Craft Britain.

06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.40
22.45

Breakfast.
Dom Does America.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Claimed and Shamed.
Ill Gotten Gains.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Father Brown.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
DIY SOS: The Big Build.
The Apprentice.
BBC News at Ten.
National Lottery Update.
Inside the Cage: The Rise of
Female Fighters.
The Wall.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.30
14.15
15.00
16.00
16.45
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.15
00.15

Dom Does America.
The Repair Shop.
Eat Well for Less?
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Street Auction.
Chase the Case.
Coast and Country Auctions.
Who Do You Think You Are?
Yes Chef.
Eggheads.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
MasterChef:TheProfessionals.
Guilt.
The Apprentice: You’re Fired.
Newsnight.
Million Dollar Wedding
Planner.
The Americas with Simon
Reeve.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.25
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.45
00.35

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Judge Rinder.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
Cash Trapped.
ITV News London; Weather.
Party Election Broadcast.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Paul O’Grady: For the Love of
Dogs.
Coronation Street.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here!
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Peston.
Tenable.
Cash Trapped.

Channel 4
06.30
07.45
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun: Home or
Away.
Junior Bake Off.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
George Clarke’s Old House,
New Home.
Boeing’s Killer Plane: What
Went Wrong?
Shocking Emergency Calls.
24 Hours in A&E.
Flirty Dancing.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.50
23.50
00.50

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Canal Boat Diaries.
Sacred Wonders of Britain.
Digging for Britain.
Hunt v Lauda: F1’s Greatest
Racing Rivals.
Sir Chris Hoy: 200mph at Le
Mans.
Everyday Miracles: The
Genius of Sofas, Stockings
and Scanners.
Peaky Blinders.

06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.45
00.20

Breakfast.
Dom Does America.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Claimed and Shamed.
Ill Gotten Gains.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Father Brown.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Inside the Supermarket.
Who Do You Think You Are?
BBC News at Ten.
Question Time.
Brexitcast; Weather.
BBC News.

06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.30
14.15
15.00
16.00
16.45
17.15
18.00

Dom Does America.
The Repair Shop.
DIY SOS: The Big Build.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Street Auction.
Chase the Case.
Coast and Country Auctions.
Who Do You Think You Are?
Yes Chef.
Eggheads.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
MasterChef:TheProfessionals.
Giri/Haji.
Later - with Jools Holland.
Newsnight.
Reggie in China.
Rick Stein’s Secret France.
Home Is Where the Art Is.
Flatmates.

18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.15
00.15
01.15
02.00

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.15
23.05
00.45
03.00
03.25
05.05

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Judge Rinder.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
Cash Trapped.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
The Leader Interviews: Nigel
Farage - Tonight.
Emmerdale.
Gino’s Italian Express.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here!
ITV News; Weather.
Brothers in Football.
Ideal World.
The Leader Interviews: Nigel
Farage - Tonight.
ITV Nightscreen.
Judge Rinder.

Channel 4
06.30
07.45
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.05
01.00
01.55
02.50

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun: Home or
Away.
Junior Bake Off.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
The Secret Life of the Zoo.
What Makes a Murderer.
999: What’s Your Emergency?
Gogglebox.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Harry Hill’s Clubnite.
Grand Designs New Zealand.
FILM: Kapurush (1965).

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.30

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Canal Boat Diaries.
Wonders of the Solar System.
Bob Monkhouse: The Last
Stand.
Bob Monkhouse: Talking
Comedy.
The Secret Life of Sue
Townsend (Aged 68 3/4).
Peaky Blinders.
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06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00
22.40
23.30
23.55
00.55
01.00

Breakfast.
Dom Does America.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Claimed and Shamed.
Ill Gotten Gains.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Father Brown.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
The Repair Shop.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
A Question of Sport.
EastEnders.
Still Open All Hours.
Have I Got News for You.
Would I Lie to You?
BBC News at Ten.
The Graham Norton Show.
Fleabag.
The Apprentice.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.30
14.15
15.00
16.00
16.45
17.15
18.00
19.00

Dom Does America.
The Repair Shop.
Love in the Countryside.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
Street Auction.
Chase the Case.
Coast and Country Auctions.
Who Do You Think You Are?
Yes Chef.
Eggheads.
Flog It!
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Richard Osman’s House of
Games.
Mastermind.
Mountain Vets.
The Name of the Rose.
Amazing Hotels: Life Beyond
theLobby.
Mock the Week.
Newsnight.
Even Later - with Jools
Holland and Tom Jones.
FILM: The Reluctant
Fundamentalist (2012).

BBC Two

19.30
20.00
21.00
21.50
22.00
22.30
23.15
00.20

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.15
23.00
00.10
00.35

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Judge Rinder.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
Cash Trapped.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Best Walks with a View with
Julia Bradbury.
Coronation Street.
I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of
Here!
ITV News; Weather.
Take Me Out.
Back to Mine.
Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.30
07.45
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10
01.45

The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Countdown.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
A Place in the Sun: Home or
Away.
Junior Bake Off.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Unreported World.
Flirty Dancing.
Gogglebox.
The Last Leg.
Harry Hill’s Clubnite.
FILM: Scouts Guide to the
Zombie Apocalypse (2015).
Come Dine with Me.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
21.30
23.10
00.10

World News Today;
Weather.
Top of the Pops: 1988.
Sound of Song.
Top of the Pops: 1988.
Country Music by Ken Burns.
Country Music Awards 2019.
Peaky Blinders.
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Directory
BOOKS

Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

282 354 310
Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

DAMP

English Language
Book Exchange
Refunds on return
New books to order
Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards
DVD’s

BUREAUCRATIC SERVICES

DRAINS

CARAVANS

HEATING & COOLING

CARPENTRY

INTERIORS & FURNISHINGS

Directory
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OPTICIANS

PAINTING & DECORATING

TOFTS
Paul Tofts
Decorating & Painting
tofts@hotmail.co.uk
Mob: 918 938 004

After 6pm
Tel: 289 399 370
POOLS & SPAS

LEGAL

www.theportugalnews.com

Pool Covers

www.salagua.com
N125, Sítio do Troto, Almancil
1,5km Direction to Faro
Tel: 289 992 281
salagua@salagua.com
Call Us For Free Advice

...check
our great
Internet
Specials!

WWW.theportugalnews.com
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REMOVALS & STORAGE

PROPERTY SERVICES

Directory
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WEDDINGS

TV & SATELLITE

Events
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Cinema

North & Centre

Motherless Brooklyn Stars: Edward Norton, Gugu
Mbatha-Raw, Alec Baldwin.
Genre: Crime, Drama.
Director: Justin Dec. Rating:
R. Plot: Set against the
backdrop of 1950s New York,
Motherless Brooklyn follows
Lionel Essrog, a lonely
private detective afflicted
with Tourette's Syndrome, as
he ventures to solve the
murder of his mentor and
only friend, Frank Minna.

EXHIBITIONS

NEW THIS WEEK

Le Mans '66 (Ford v
Ferrari) - Stars: Matt
Damon, Christian Bale, Jon
Bernthal. Genre: Action,
Biography, Drama. Director:
James Mangold. Rating:
PG13. Plot: American car
designer Carroll Shelby and
driver Ken Miles battle
corporate interference, the
laws of physics and their

Lisbon Art Weekend 15 –
17 November, Lisbon, Free
entry, www.visitlisboa.com

NOS Mar Shopping - Loulé
Le Mans '66; Motherless
Brooklyn; Midway; Playing
with Fire; Maleficent: Mistress
of Evil (OV & PV);
Terminator: Dark Fate; The
Addams Family (PV).
Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
Le Mans '66; Midway;
Countdown; A Herdade; Doctor
Sleep; Terminator: Dark Fate;
The Addams Family (PV);
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(OV & PV); Joker.
Algarcine – Portimão
Le Mans '66; Motherless
Brooklyn; Midway; Countdown;
Playing with Fire; Terminator:
Dark Fate; Maleficent: Mistress
of Evil (OV & PV); Joker.
Algarcine – Lagos
Le Mans '66; Midway;
Countdown; Playing with Fire;
Terminator: Dark Fate;
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(OV & PV); Joker.
Algarcine Ria Shopping –
Olhão
Le Mans '66; Motherless
Brooklyn; Midway; Countdown;
Playing with Fire; Terminator:
Dark Fate; Maleficent: Mistress
of Evil (OV & PV); Joker.
Cineplace Algarve Shopping
– Guia
Midway; Countdown; Playing
with Fire; Doctor Sleep;
Terminator: Dark Fate; The
Addams Family (OV & PV);
Zombieland: Double Tap; The
Death and Life of John F.
Donovan; A Rainy Day in New
York; Maleficent: Mistress of
Evil (OV & PV); Abominable
(PV); Cats (PV); Gemini Man;
Joker.
Cineplace – Portimão
Le Mans '66; Motherless
Brooklyn; Paradise Hills;
Midway; A Yeti Adventure
*(PV) = Portuguese version
(OV) = Original version.

MUSIC

Campo Pequeno Christmas
Market 29 November – 2
December, Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon, www.visitlisboa.com

André Rieu. 20 – 28
November, Altice Arena,
Lisbon. Tickets from €40.
www.arena.altice.pt

Lisbon Tattoo Rock Fest. 29,
30 November & 1 December.
Altice Arena Lisbon. Tickets
from €10. www.arena.altice.pt

The Mountain Goats. 24
November, Lav – Lisboa Ao
Vivo. Tickets from €19.
www.everythingisnew.pt

National Geographic Exodus
Aveiro Fest 2019 30 November,
9am – 9pm, Centro Cultural e de
Congresso de Aveiro, Aveiro,
www.viralagenda.com

Postmodern Jukebox. 25 &
26 November 2019, 9.30pm,
Casino Estoril, Tickets from
€28, www.everythingisnew.pt

MARKETS

own personal demons to build a
revolutionary race car for Ford
and challenge Ferrari at the 24
Hours of Le Mans in 1966.

Cinema Listings
NOS Forum Algarve – Faro
Le Mans '66; Motherless
Brooklyn; Midway; Countdown;
Red Shoes and the Seven
Dwarfs (PV); Maleficent:
Mistress of Evil (OV & PV);
Cats (PV); Joker.

Are You a Tourist? Until 15
December, 10am – 7pm,
Padrão dos Descobrimentos,
Lisbon, Entry €6,
www.padraodosdescobrimentos.pt

Lisboa Games Week 21
November – 24 November,
10am – 8pm, FIL – Lisbon
Exhibition and Congress
Centre, Lisbon, Tickets from
€12, www.visitlisboa.com

(PV); Playing with Fire; Doctor
Sleep; Terminator: Dark Fate;
The Addams Family (PV);
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil;
Abominable (PV); Joker.
Estação Viana Shopping Viana do Castelo
Le Mans '66; A Yeti Adventure
(PV); Midway; Playing with
Fire; Terminator: Dark Fate;
The Addams Family (PV);
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil;
Abominable (PV); Joker.
Cineplace Loures Shopping
Le Mans '66; Motherless
Brooklyn; Paradise Hills; A Yeti
Adventure (PV); Midway;
Countdown; Playing with Fire;
Doctor Sleep; Terminator:
Dark Fate; Trouble (PV);
Addams Family (PV);
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(OV & PV); Trouble (PV);
Abominable (PV); Joker.
Cineplace Leiria Shopping
Le Mans '66; Motherless
Brooklyn; A Yeti Adventure
(PV); Alpha: The Right to Kill;
Midway; Countdown; Playing
with Fire; Doctor Sleep;
Terminator: Dark Fate; The
Addams Family (PV);
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(OV & PV); Cats (PV); Joker.
Cineplace Riosul - Seixal
Le Mans '66; Motherless
Brooklyn; A Yeti Adventure
(PV); Alpha: The Right to Kill;
Midway; Countdown; Playing
with Fire; Doctor Sleep;
Terminator: Darks Fate; The
Addams Family (PV); Joker;
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
(OV & PV); Abominable (PV).
Cinemas NOS -

Tavira, Faro & Loulé
cinemas.nos.pt

Algarcine Portimão: 282

411 888 / Olhão: 289 703
332 / Lagos: 282 799 138
/ Sines: 269 633 510.

Cineplace Guia: 289 561 073 /

Portimão: 282 070 101 / Leiria: 244 826
516 / Loures: 210 110 677 / Riosul: 210
114 352 / Parque Atlantico: 296 629 514
/ Covilhã: 275 334 731 / Viana do
Castelo: 258 100 260
www.cineplaceportugal.pt

Botanic Market – Saturdays,
9am to 1pm, at the Botanic
garden University of Coimbra.
www.facebook.com/
mercadinhodobotanicocoimbra
Angela Bulloch. Until 17 November, Porto.
Angela Bulloch – Heavy
Metal Stack Of Six Until 17
November, Palácio da Bolsa,
Porto, www.viralagenda.com

The Nature of this Room 1
November – 21 December,
4pm – 7pm, Lapso Galeria,
Setúbal, www.viralagenda.com

From Indonesia with Love
Until 24 November, Museu do
Oriente, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Deep Deep Down, Far Far In
(and Out) Until 28 December,
Leal Rios Foundations, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Daniel Blaufuks Until 24
November, Galeria Municipal
Pavilhão Branco, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

“NEW 18X” by the fLIPADOS
Team Until 31 December, 3pm
– 6pm, Vantag Galeria, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

Invisible Empire Until 24
November, 10am – 6pm,
Museu do Oriente, Lisbon,
Entry €6, www.visitlisboa.com

Claudia Mini 5 November –
31 December, 7pm – 10pm,
Colorida Art Gallery, Lisbon,
Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com

Children of the Sea 25
October – 25 November, 7pm
– 10pm, Má lingua, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
To be a Woman in a Man’s
World 16 November – 30
November, Trilhos da Terra,
Aveiro, www.viralagenda.com
URBAN SHAPES Until 18
November, 11am – 8pm,
Cabanda Mad, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Black and White Drawings
of Carlos Saramago 9
November – 29 November,
4pm – 6pm, Galeria Municipal
do Entroncamento,
Entroncamento,
www.viralagenda.com
Harder Better Faster
Stronger Until 2 December,
9am – 10pm, Cultura Maia,
Maia, Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com
Zayle Until 7 December,
Casual Lounge Caffé, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Parallel Review 21
November – 14 December,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com
SLADE – Interpretations –
David Clapham & Ulrich
Niemeyer. 9 November – 14
December, 3pm – 7pm,
Wednesday – Saturday, Rua
Capitao Luis Gonzaga, Coimbra.
info@ngpcontemporary.com

FAIRS & FESTIVALS
Portuguese Handicrafts
Fair every Saturday until 28
December, Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com
Imago Lisboa Photo
Festival Until 17 November,
10am – 6pm, Lisbon, Entry
€3, www.viralagenda.com

Brit Floyd. 25 November,
Altice Arena Lisbon. Tickets
from €20. www.arena.altice.pt
Vampire Weekend. 26
November, 8.30pm, Coliseu de
Lisboa. Tickets from €30.
www.everythingisnew.pt

CCB Market – 1st Sunday of
every month. Caminho Pedonal
e Praça CCB - Belém Cultural
Centre, Lisbon, Free entry

The Waterboys. 27
November, 9.30pm, Campo
Pequeno Lisbon. Tickets from
€35. www.ticketline.pt

LxMarket – Sundays, 10am 7pm. Lx Factory, Lisbon.
lxmarket.com.pt

Ugly Kid Joe 1 December,
9pm, Altice Arena, Lisbon,
www.blueticket.pt

Mercado D’Aqui – 1st Sunday
of every month. Parque de
Jogos.1º de Maio sports field.
www.mercadodaqui.pt

Harlem Gospel Choir
Special Tribute to Prince. 4
December, 9pm, Casa da
Música. Tickets from €30.
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Benfica Handicrafts
Market. 1st Saturday of the
month, 10am - 6pm. Estrada
de Benfica, Lisbon
Flea Market. Every Tuesday
and Saturday, 9am - 6pm.
Campo de Santa Clara Lisbon
Handicraft and Antiques
Market. Saturdays 10am 7pm. Mercado de Ribeira,
Lisbon
Antique Book Fair. Every
Saturday 10am - 5pm. Rua
Anchieta, Chiado, Lisbon
Handicrafts Market.
Saturdays, Praça da Galiza, Vila
Nova de Cerveira

Márcia 6 December, Coliseu
de Lisboa, Lisbon, Tickets
from €15,
www.everythingisnew.pt
Bryan Adams. 6 December,
9pm, Altice Arena Lisbon.
Tickets from €40.
www.blueticket.pt
The World of Hans Zimmer.
8 December, 9pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon. Tickets from
€31.90.
www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Gavin James 12 December,
9pm, Aula Magna, Lisbon,
Tickets from €32,
www.everythingisnew.pt

InShadow – Lisbon
ScreenDance Festival’19 1
November – 30 November,
Lisbon, www.voarte.com
Festival Super Bock em
Stock’19 1 November – 30
November, Avenida da
Liberdade, Lisbon,
www.superbockemstock.pt
Color Sound Frames 2019
13 November – 17 November,
Serralves, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com
Autumn Fair 13 November –
17 November, Sociedade
Nacional de Belas Artes,
Lisbon, Entry €10,
www.visitlisboa.com
BLACK BASS Évora Fest
2019 14 November – 18
November, SHE – Sociedade
Harmonia Eborense, Évora,
Tickets from €3,
www.viralagenda.com
Festival Mental 2019 Porto
21 November – 23 November,
Porto, www.viralagenda.com

Please be aware that for legal reasons access to events
at Estoril and Lisbon Casinos is reserved to those age 18+.
(Entrance for Children via Foyer Panorâmico)

NOTE:

Mercado de Santana. The
largest Open Air Market in
Portugal. Sundays, 8am - 1pm.
Caldas da Rainha

Sleeping Beauty. 22 November, Coliseu Porto Ageas.

Events are correct at the time of going to press and according to information given to The Portugal News.
However, events may be cancelled, delayed or fail to live up to their billing. Please send your events to
events@theportugalnews.com by midday on the Monday before publication.

Events
The National. 12 December,
8.30pm, Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon. Tickets from €24.
www.everythingisnew.pt

Sat Nam Rasayan – Art of
Healing until – 21 December,
SER YOGA, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

Dream Music Fest 14
December, 9pm, Altice Forum
Braga, Braga, Tickets from
€30, www.ticketline.sapo.pt

SPORTS

Cirque Du Soleil 3-12
January, Altice Arena Lisbon,
Tickets from €45,
www.everythingisnew.pt
James Arthur. 19 January,
Campo Pequeno, Lisbon.
Tickets from €23.
www.everythingisnew.pt
Madonna Madame X Tour.
16, 18 & 19 January, from
8.30pm, Coliseu Lisboa.
Tickets from €75.
www.everythingisnew.pt
Keane 25 January, 8pm,
Coliseu do Porto, Porto,
Tickets from €30,
www.everythingisnew.pt
The 1975. 7 March, Altice
Arena Lisbon, 8.30pm.
www.everythingisnew.pt
Bon Iver. 15 April. Altice
Arena Lisbon, 8.00pm.
www.everythingisnew.pt

THEATRE & DANCE
Black Stars 14 November 24 November, 9pm, Teatro
Taborda, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
The Human Voice 20
November – 24 November,
Teatro Municipal São Luiz,
Lisbon, Tickets from €12,
www.visitlisboa.com
Igor Moiseyev Ballet 21
November, Casino Estoril –
Salão Preto & Prata, Tickets
from €30, www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Lisbon City Runners 1
January – 31 December,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com
Nazaré Big Wave Challenge.
1 October – 31 March, Praia do
Norte, Nazaré, Free entry,
www.worldsurfleague.com

Sempre Natal 2 November –
21 December, 3pm – 8pm,
Global Dança Academia de
Dança, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

Moche XL Games World. 14
– 16 November, Altice Arena.
Tickets from €8.
www.blueticket.pt

Traditional Christmas Fair
23 November, 10am – 5pm,
Quinta Shopping, Quinta do
Lago.

Corrida São Silvestre de
Lisboa ’19 28 December, Praça
dos Restauradores, Lisbon,
www.saosilvestredelisboa.com

South
AUCTIONS
Auction House Algarve.
Live auction 7 December. All
items can be viewed at the
auction house and through our
online catalogue:
www.ahalgarve.com, 289 832
380, info@ahalgarve.com

EXHIBITIONS
Collective exhibition. Until
16 November, Hotel Vale D´el
Rei, Carvoeiro.
info@artisticspace.pt
EXPATS – Collective Photo
Exhibition 17 October – 22
December, 3pm – 7pm,

FAIRS & FESTIVALS
357 th São Martinho Fair
Until 17 November, Fairs and
Exhibition Centre, Portimão,
Free entry, www.visitalgarve.pt
Aljezur Sweet Potato
Festival. 29 November - 1
December, 12pm-12am. EMA
– Aljezur Multipurpose Space,
Aljezur.
Autumn Fair. 30 November,
11am – 4pm, Guia football
Club. 10% of all money taken
donated to the soup kitchen
Guia.
Donnaevents180@gmail.com
St Andrew’s Ball. 30
November, from 7pm, Penina
Hotel & Golf Resort. Tickets
from €45. 919 635 246

MARKETS
Loulé - Every Saturday
Quarteira - Every Wednesday
Lift Market Lagos - Every
Saturday

The Phantom of the Opera.
21 – 23 November, from
9.30pm, Campo Pequeno.
Tickets from €15.
www.campopequeno.com
Swan Lake by the Russian
Classical Ballet. 23
November, 5pm and 9.30pm,
Coliseu Porto Ageas.
www.ticketline.sapo.pt
The Sleeping Beauty 5 & 6
December, Teatro Tivoli
BBVA, Lisboa, Tickets from
€20, www.visitlisboa.com
Swan Lake 7 & 8 December,
Teatro Tivoli BBVA, Lisbon,
Tickets from €20,
www.visitlisboa.com

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Ashtanga Yoga Class, 4
September – 17 December,
7.30pm – 8.30pm, Jardim do
Torel, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com
Yoga for Anxiety and Stress
Relief 4 October – 28
January, 7pm – 8pm, Jardim do
Torel, Lisbon, Cost: €6,
www.viralagenda.com
Azulejo Workshop 9
November – 7 December,
9.30am – 1pm, Museu do
Oriente, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Remembrance Day Service
with Aljezur International
Choir. 17 November, 11am,
Aljezur Cemetery.
wattys100@hotmail.com
Nightshift. 22 November,
from 8pm, Almadena Social
centre. Entry €5. Call Nigel
916 563 191
Jack Broadbent. 23
November, 9.30pm, Louletano
Cine Theatre. Tickets €12.
www.cineteatro.cm-loule.pt
Camané and Mário
Laginha. 29 November,
9.30pm, Carlos do Carmo
Municipal Auditorium, Lagoa.
Tickets €10. www.cm-lagoa.pt

Collective Photo Exhibition. 17 October – 22 December, Faro.
Associação 289, Faro,
www.visitalgarve.pt

São Brás de Alportel
Market – Every Saturday

VIDA – Wildlife in
Botswana and South Africa
Until 6 December, 8.30am –
5.30pm, EMARP, Portimão,
www.visitalgarve.pt

Sítio do Encalhe - 3 rd
Monday of the month

Century of the Seas Until
28 December, 9.30am – 5pm,
Ponta da Bandeira Fort, Lagos,
Entry €3, www.visitalgarve.pt

Alte - 3 rd Thursday of the
month

Afro – Disiac’ Until 28
December, 10am – 6pm,
Cultural Centre, Lagos, Free
entry, www.visitalgarve.com
Sand City. Until 30
November, 10am-10pm,
Lagoa. Cost: €11.90 (Adult);
€9.50 (Seniors); €5.90
(Children between 6-12); Free
(under 5yo’s). www.sandcity.pt
Local Arts & Crafts Expo.
Open daily 10am - 5pm.
Artes@Spa, Caldas de
Monchique.
Arte Natura - by Monika &
Bernhard. Craftwork with
natural materials. Caldas de
Monchique. Daily 10am to
6pm. 962 815 386.
Paintings by Liz Allen.
Ongoing exhibition. Óchálá
Casa de Chá, 12 Rua Dr.
Samora Gil, Monchique 8550
249 Wednesday - Sunday 106pm. 282 912 524

Silves Flea Market - 3 rd
Saturday of the month

Almancil Flea Market - 2 nd
and 3rd Sunday of the month
Caliços - 1 and 3 Tuesday
of the month
st

rd

Caliços Flea Market - 2 nd
and 3rd Saturday of the month
Monte Gordo Flea Market 3rd Sunday of the month
V.N. de Cacela - 3 rd Sunday of
the month
Portimão Flea Market - 1 st
and 3rd Sunday of the month
São Brás de Alportel Flea
Market – 3rd Sunday of the
month

Óbidos Vila Natal 29
November 2019 – 5 January
2020, Óbidos,
www.viralagenda.com
Autumn Fair. 30 November,
11am – 4pm, Guia Football
Club. Christmas gifts, Santa
Claus and more. 10% of money
to Guia soup kitchen.
Donnaevents180@gmail.com
Santa’s Arrival 30 November,
3pm, Loulé
Christmas Fair. 1 December,
midday – 5pm, Almadena Social
Club near Praia da Luz.
www.fatpighogroast.webs.com

SPORT

Santa’s Arrival 1 December,
11am, Praça do Mar, Quarteira

FIM International Six Days
Enduro. 16 November.
Algarve International
Racetrack, Portimão.
www.autodromodoalgarve.com

ALUT – Algarviana Ultra
Trail 2019 28 November – 1
December, 4.30pm, Alcoutim
River Pier, www.visitalgarve.com

THEATRE & DANCE
Madagascar – A Musical
Adventure 21 – 23 November,
Teatro das Figuras, Faro, Tickets
from €5, www.viralagenda.com
The Wizard of Oz by The
Algarveans. 21 – 23
November, 7.45pm, Carlos do
Carmo Auditorium Lagoa.
Tickets €10. www.ticketline.pt

Christmas Concert by Coro
dos Amigos. 1 December,
6.30pm, Vilamoura Church.
Free entry. cantar@coroamigos
Christmas Songs by the
Aljezur International
Choir. 1 December, 9.30am,
Igreja Evangélica Assembleia de
Dues, Aljezur.
Wttys100@hotmail.com
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de Lisboa, Lisbon,
www.visitlisboa.com
Village of Dreams 6
December – 29 December,
Cerca do Convento, Alcaidaria
do Castelo, Largo D. Afonso III
and Largo de S. Francisco
Christmas Show 7 December,
11am and 3pm, Loulé
Municipal Sports Pavilion,
Tickets available on ticketline.
8 th Father Christmas Parade
7 December, Holiday Inn
Algarve, 282 320 260
Concerto de Natal
Dell’Acqua 8 December, 5pm,
Igreja Matrizi de Lagoa
Living Statues at Christmas
| 6th Edition. 13 & 14
December, 3pm - 6pm (Fri) &
10am - 1am (Sat). 25 de Abril
Street and 5 de Outubro Square,
Lagoa.
Concerto de Natal 14
December, 4pm, Auditório
Municipal Augusto Cabrita,
Setúbal, Tickets from €3,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Christmas Street 14 – 24
December, 11am – 6pm, Rua
Vasco da Gama, Quarteira
A Andorinha e o Príncipe 15
December, 3pm, Centro
Cultural Convento S. José,
Lagoa
Concerto Coral de Natal 15
December, 5pm, Centro
Cultural Convento S. José,
Lagoa
XMAS in the Night 21
December, 9.30pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon, Tickets from
€20, www.blueticket.pt

Santa’s Arrival 1 December,
3.30pm, Jardim das
Comunidades, Almancil

Christmas Day Swim For
Charity 25 December, Holiday
Inn Algarve, 282 320 260

Wonderland Christmas
Fayre 1 & 2 December, 11am
– 4pm, Wonderland Tea Room,
Ferragudo,
wonderlandtroom@gmail.com

Medieval Paderne 28
December 2019 – 1 January
2020, 12pm – 9pm, Paderne,
289 598 801

Natalis ’19 4 December – 8
December, Feira Internacional

New Years Day Charity
Swim 1 January 2020, Holiday
Inn Algarve, 282 320 260

Portimão International
Dance festival. 23 – 24
November, Portimão Arena.
912 153 263

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Painting in Oil and Acrylics
Workshop. Wednesday &
Friday, 10am – 12pm, Escola
de Artes Fernando Rodrigues,
Lagoa. 965 594 511
Transformation workshop.
Every Monday, 10am – 12pm.
1 Chakras. 917 899 115
vdvreugde@hotmail.com

MUSIC

Cork Workshops. Mondays
& Thursdays, 2.30pm, Algarve
Costume Museum, Cost: from
€25, www.viator.com

Lyra – Voice and Harp. 16
November, 7pm, Vale do Lobo
Auditorium. Tickets €15.
www.valedolobo.com

Algarve Dental Implant Info
Sessions. 28 November
Albufeira, Free entry.
www.algarvedentalimplants.com

Aljezur - 3 rd Monday of the
month

Campo Pequeno Christmas
Market 29 November – 2
December, 11.30am – 9.30pm,
Campo Pequeno, Lisbon,
www.visitlisboa.com

New Orleans Jazz with The
Dixie Kings. Every Sunday
at O’Navegador Restaurant,
Alvor. 935 086 365

Algarve MTB Enduro
Championship 16 November
& 17 November, 9am – 2pm,
Fonte Férra Park, São Brás de
Alportel, www.visitalgarve.pt

Sleeping Beauty by the
Russian Classical ballet.
22 November, 9.30pm, Coliseu
Porto Ageas. Tickets from
€15. www.ticketline.sapo.pt
Step 2 Duplicate 22 November,
2.30pm – 4pm, Teatro Sá da
Bandeira, Santarém, Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com
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Announcements
HOT WATER without any
sunshine needed: see more
at www.shs-pt.com
TPN/TO/77798594

PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING Private Villas,
Restaurants, Shops,
Condominiums and
Companies: info@nicecleaning.com
TPN/TO/35722184

Education

LEARN PORTUGUESE
easily on our accredited
courses (with focus on
conversation). A
popular 10-day
beginners course starts
2 December. Centro de
Línguas de Lagos. Call
282761070. Email
info@centrodelinguas.com
TPN/TB/46326124

CONSERVATIVES
ABROAD.
We are restarting the
association in Portugal. We
live in a critical time for the
UK. Your vote counts. And
you probably can vote.
CONTACT US! conservati
vesabroadpt@gmail.com
TPN/TO/13573664

Auctions

Entertainment &
Leisure
ALGARVE WEEKEND
WALKERS. Join us for
professionally guided
walks through the lovely
Algarve countryside. São
Brás 17th November, 10.30
start, €5 donation. Contact
algarveweekendwalkers
@gmail.com
TPN/TO/11976683

Approx. 500 lots.

Check out our Facebook
page & view items coming
up at Auction. View the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where
further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us
at info@ahalgarve.com

Friendship
LISBON AREA. Blonde
girl, blue eyes seeks fun
and sporty man. Animal
lover, to practice sports as
a friend. 963034696
TPN/TO/64168919

FEELING LONELY?

Place your free ad under

‘Friendship’

NEXT LIVE AUCTION
Saturday, 7 December 2019
10.00am onwards
• Antiques and Collectibles
• Designer Handbags
• Furniture and Art
• Tools
• Jewellery: Antique, Vintage &
Modern
• Sports Equipment

Classifieds

For Sale Private

with up to 12 words.
Call 282 380 315.
N.B. The Portugal News
does not print ‘escort’ or
similar type ads.

Health & Beauty

SHOULDER
PROBLEM?
Pain-free Treatment!
Guaranteed
Improvement or your
money back.
Dr. Bock. 966 706 606.

EX RENTAL Callaway
and Taylormade Golf
Clubs excellent condition
300 Euros Per Set
Including Bag. Rod
969180644

CARAVAN OR MOBILE
HOME wanted to live in,
please call 00351 966706140
TPN/TO/35289742

CHIMNEYSWEEP,for
a quick dust free
cleaning of your
chimney using the new
power sweep system
Tel 282330640/
934927944
TPN/TB/99995664

WOODBURNING FIRE SPECIALISTS

sales@firesofportugal.com
www.firesofportugal.com
289 489 958 or 967 721 209

RENAULT KANGOO
wheelchair transporter.
7500 euros year 2008
RHD 20.288kms.
Contact 914637371
TPN/PA/64634381

2 JOINED
PORTACABINS/
Containers fully furnished,
divided into livingroom,
bedroom, bathroom and
single kitchen. Size 6 meter
x 4,90 meter. Electricity,
Water and hot water boiler
and Sewage are all
installed. Near Silves.
Price 9000,00 Euros. Tel.
0049 160 960 22175, Email
Ralf.heun@t-online.de
TPN/TO/15874617

LOOKING FOR jobs/
projects/sales/positions or
other income possibilities
on expenses-paid basis.
Skilled & experienced.
All Offers to:
nohorsehockey@gmail.com
SUNPOINT
PROPERTIES (Ami 9545)
in Praia da Luz
Is seeking Sales
Consultant & Property
Lister
OFFERS.company car,
training, great earning
potential
CV with photo to:
susana@sunpoint.pt
FREELANCE
CONSULTANT seeks
opportunities in Real
Estate, Sales/Marketing,
Business Development,
etc. International
experience. Please Email
your requirements/projects
to: alterup4746@gmail.com
MACKENZIE
PORTUGAL is seeking
to employ property
consultants. For
competitive salaries and
opportunity to travel
please send your CV:
enquiries@mackenzierealestate.com
GERMAN COMPANY
seeking full-time English
or German speaking
Recruiter of skilled labour
in Portugal for German
market. Flexible hours/
work place.
Tel: +351 968 824 131

TPN/TB/42715875

Caravans &
Motor Homes

Chimney Sweep

Jobs Offered

Furniture

CRY-HAVOC Portugal is
recruiting!
Available positions:
- merch handler
- styling assistant
- runner
We are a photography
business that shoots large
projects for uk companies
please contact:
tania.loucao@cryhavoc.co.uk

Place your jobs
wanted or offered
classified for free.
Send 20 words to
adproduction
@theportugalnews

Jobs Wanted
EXPERIENCED
PORTUGUESE chef
looking for placement
kindly contact Mr Yunus
+351920190885

Office, Media &
Technology
INTERNET VIA
SATELLITE. If PT/MEO
and 4G don’t work, we can
help. More info:
netinthesticks@gmail.com
TPN/TO/36574863

CARER AND THERAPIST
for the elderly in Algarve
or Alentejo 933679680
TPN/TO/78833638

GERMAN LADY,fluent
German, Portuguese,
English. 20 years work
experience in Algarve,
administrative, real estate
(sales/ marketing). Carvoeiro
based. Tel. 964 486 838

Get 10% DISCOUNT
when you submit the
classified online.
www.theportugalnews.com

TPN/TO/53824835

SKILLED IN sales, closer,
telesales, creative/thinker.
Hard worker, punctual,
presentable & professional,
human. Car, central:
nomisarte@yandex.com
WEB DEVELOPER
looking for work.
911 864 005

Kitchen
Renovation

Pets
WE ARE WANTING to
adopt a dog or bitch as a
pet. 1 - 4 years of age.
Breeds: labrador, retriever,
spaniel, ridgeback. Other
medium size breeds will be
considered. We live in
Olhão and can guarantee a
loving and caring home.
Tel - 913 105 627
TPN/TO/56199336

George & Son
Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to
us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

Property for Rent
VILAMOURAON
Millennium Golf. Long-term
rental. 3BR/2BTH
apartment. 3 large terraces.
Fully furnished &
equipped. Large kitchen,
gas central heating, 2 car
underground parking.
Communal gardens & pool.
€1250/month plus utilities.
915546802
TPN/TO/34613883

BEFORE

AFTER

2 BED COTTAGE/house
long term rental for retired
couple preferably with little
or no furniture. Contact
913543711 or 917192326
TPN/TO/82188951

Classifieds
Property Services
& Building

Removals &
Storage

Services offered
BRITISH PLUMBER. Over
40 years experience. No job
too small. Call William
937722988 / 07732499057

STOP MOULD PT.
Condensation / mould /
damp? Solution: The
“nuair” drimaster eco hc.
475.00 supplied & fitted.
Covers av.5 bed house.
Installed in over 1million
homes. 2 cents per day
running cost. Email:
stopmouldpt@gmail.com
Tel: Mike 913265080

HANDY MAN. Hourly/
Price rate. No job too small.
Fire Safety Protection
Specialist(Domestic only).
Central Algarve. Call 933
991 967
TPN/TO/22715476

TPN/TO/55956836

NICK ‘MAN WITH VAN’
house clearances, furniture
bought and sold 934491320
nicktelling@gmail.com
TPN/TO/35733761

TPN/TB/91551149

MAN &VAN. Light or
heavy removals. Please
call Blake for a quotation.
Tel.912601192/
+44(0)7789873824.

LEAKING ROOFS &
terraces. Problems
solved 30 years
experience in Algarve.
Call 913 223 402

TPN/TB/11418277

TPN/TB/32682954

PAINTING &
DECORATING Portuguese
Painter. Free Quotations
Call 914 122 898

Satellite
TV, Hi-Fi, Satellite repairs,
Eastern Algarve.
Experienced engineer.
Tel:964-721-714.
www.trevortronix.com

GERMAN HANDYMAN
and electrician.
Tobias Weltzien
English and German
spoken in Central Algarve
962 361 199
weltzien3@gmail.com
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Transport
TRANSPORT PORTO,
Lisbon, Algarve and
anywhere in between, a
fortnightly service one box
to a full load, commercial
goods, removals with
packing service if required.
Forwarding to England and
Europe service from our
depot in the Algarve,
where storage is also
available. Please phone
David 919873075
david@dlsremovals.com
TPN/TO/28918357

SELL YOUR... Antiques,
Collectables, Garden
Ornaments, Architectural
Salvage, Furniture, Full
House Clearances.
Contact Mark 914774438.

Vehicles

ASPIRALGARVE
Central Vacuuming System
Specialist. Installation and
technical assistance.
Tel. 961 142 530
aspiralgarve@hotmail.com

AUTOMATIC HYBRID
LHD Toyota Auris
owned from new with full
service history.
Registered 2013 August,
2litre, 94000KM Metallic
Grey, Sat Nav, Reverse
Camera. Very economical
and dreamy to drive.
Almancil. Price €14500.
Call 914318308.

Website Design

TPN/PA/57683341

Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt
www.shorelandproperties.com

TPN/TB/37957597

OPEL ASTRA MOT, full
service, new timing belt,
good condition €800.
965 034 258

2005 HONDA Deauville
650, with shaft drive,
11,000 miles, in as new
condition, full history.
This is the best value
Deauville in Portugal
€3350.00. Tel 692881442
(Tavira)

All types carried out to
a very high standard.
30 years experience
throughout the Algarve

CAR DELIVERIES
between Algarve/UK.
British driver (clean lic/
Portuguese resident) will
deliver your vehicle from
the Algarve to UK, or
elsewhere in Europe.
Please contact:
styrrell.trafalgar@gmail.com/
(+351)914245268(M)

TPN/TB/58157233

TPN/TO/34364483

BUILDING
WORKS
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Dining Out

TakeABreak brought to you by
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Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 1 Habit; 4 Declaim; 8 Invalid; 9 Swift; 10 Sole; 11 Sellable;
13 Crew; 14 Stye; 16 Terminus; 17 Peru; 20 Inapt; 21 Retreat; 22 Gallery;
23 Petty.
Down: 1 Hair-splitting; 2 Bevel; 3 Toll; 4 Dodger; 5 Cast lots; 6 Amiable;
7 Mother-country; 12 Belittle; 13 Curtail; 15 Quarry; 18 Eject; 19 Stop
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CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS
7. Well, that's where these drinks come
from (7,6)
8. He will appreciate people with good
taste! (8)
9. Has a choice sort of post (4)
10. I snoop around and discover a
cause of death (6)
12. No traffic is met in such a street (3-3)
14. Towards the back street in near
confusion (6)
16. Still, it acts in a strange way (6)
18. Responsibility we can't avoid? (4)
20. Possibly the last man I charm (8)
22. Such an entertainer is unlikely to get
rich! (4,9)

DOWN
1. They make sporadic appearances in
the bullring (8)
2. Human or not, they exist (6)
3. With age this dress becomes
useless (4)
4. Gulps and flounders after a point (8)
5. One of eight requires medical
attention (6)
6. Run up to the right (4)
11. What one needs to complete the
score (8)
13. Lively cartoon films are (8)
15. Possibly run and see to make certain (6)
17. Maintain a lock-up (6)
19. It's time anyway (4)
21. Was willing or just resigned (4)

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

QUICK CROSSWORD
Duenna (8)
Competent (4)
Fisherman (6)
Raid (6)
Feverish (6)
Over there (6)
Nothing (4)
Scope (8)
Calm (13)

1. Swap (8)
2. Drive forward (6)
3. Needy (4)
4. Individuality (8)
5. Unjust (6)
6. Spoken (4)
11. Rash (8)
13. Short narrative (8)
15. A company (6)
17. Observing (6)
19. Way out (4)
21. Stumble (4)

Medium

Last Week’s Codeword Solution

8.
9.
10.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.

DOWN

Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 1 Sober; 4 Gnarled; 8 Aviator;
9 Jests; 10 Iota; 11 Delusion; 13 Idol;
14 Snug; 16 Adjacent; 17 Mere; 20 Tired;
21 Inexact; 22 Residue; 23 Spend.
Down: 1 Station-master; 2 Built; 3 Rota;
4 Garret; 5 Adjourns; 6 Lasting;
7 Disinterested; 12 Conceded; 13 Injures;
15 Unwise; 18 Erase; 19 Less.

ACROSS
7. Remarkable (13)

Hard
Last week’s solutions

Golf

Tough at the top

T

he season is coming to
a close, and said Pro is
about to get his or her
end of year review. This
is the most brutal review process
you can ever go through as there
are no appeals, persuasion or
debates to be had here. It’s all
about how much money did you
win, where did you finish in the
order of merit. Nothing more,
nothing less.
If you finish outside the mark, on
the Tour’s Race to Dubai, you will
be thrown back into the pool of
sharks, with players hungry to get
back on the Tour or even to have
their first stab at making it at the
very highest level. Only the strong
survive on the Tour. Boy do you
have to have some serious steel
in the spine to be able to play like
it doesn’t matter and swing like
nobody is ever watching.
Tour School is the official name
of the aforementioned shark
pool. This is the system where
the Tour casts away the less
successful players for the year
and allows a new strain of player
to get onto the Tour. There will be
something like 900 players
teeing it up at the first of three
stages of Tour School. Make it
through to the next stage and you
will be joined by players who
have not kept their Challenge
Tour Cards. Make it past that
stage you will be then joined by

fellow qualifiers who clearly are
able to play under serious
pressure and are currently
playing very well. This can only be
the case as they have just
finished in the top twenty out of
ninety.
It’s like a real-life arcade game
where if you make it to the next
stage the competitors are
stronger, faster and more
experienced. And it keeps on
going because if you make it to
the final stage where there are
only twenty-five graduation slots
available, you have just
eliminated around 875
competitors. Guess what… these
were the guys who weren’t good
enough to maintain their cards
you’ve just beaten them. The
guys who were good enough are
now well rested, more
experienced and waiting for you,
ready to fight for their survival and
career. These players have some
money behind them too, so the
fiscal importance of each putt
doesn’t come with as many
nerves.
In a slightly bleaker turn of events
the players who you have to play
against have a better ‘category’
than you. What this means is that
because they kept their cards,
they have a stronger card than
you, so when the sheet goes up
for the tournament, their names
get put on the list first. Then you

It’s that magical time of the year or it’s the most horrible
time of the year if you are a tournament professional golfer.
have sponsor invites, injury
exemptions and local invitees
who will invariably get a spot on
the sheet before you.
So, if you thought that the card
you had earned got you a seat at
a level table, sorry, the table isn’t
level and the food will always be
sliding towards the players who
had a seat at the table last year.
Which is particularly tough when
you realise that you have a year to
earn as much as possible or you
will be back into the meat
grinder.
It is a dog eat dog world out there
in Tournament Professional golf.
With the dream of playing the
game at the highest level comes
the reality. So, when you think of a
player who was once in the
public eye, who you haven’t
heard from in a while say like
Robert Karlsson (winner of the
2008 Race to Dubai) he is
currently 135th on the Race to
Dubai. He will have a couple
more years on Tour due to his
Career Earnings, but that is all
that is saving him at the moment.
His stroke average this year is
71.52 compared to his winning
average of 70.08 - this shows you
how fine an edge the players
have to work with, one wins you
the Race to Dubai and the other
1.44 shots more, eleven years
later doesn’t cut it.
Tough, tough game.

European Tour calm over Hong Kong security
European Tour chief
executive Keith Pelley
insists he has no concerns
over the safety of players at
this month’s Hong Kong
Open despite ongoing civil
unrest in the city.
The protests began in
early June over a nowshelved extradition bill to
mainland China that many
saw as Beijing’s creeping
interference on legal and
other rights guaranteed to
Hong Kong when the former
British colony returned
under Chinese rule in 1997.
The movement has since
expanded to include other
demands, including direct
elections for the city’s
leaders and an independent
investigation into alleged
police brutality.
Several sporting events
have been cancelled due to
the unrest, including the
PGA Tour-China’s
Clearwater Bay Open and
the Hong Kong Open tennis
and squash tournaments,
but the first event on the
European Tour’s 2019-20
season is set to go ahead
from 28 November to 1
December.
“There are some events
that are continuing and
some that aren’t, ours is one

of the events that is
continuing,” Pelley told the
PA news agency.
“The only thing that we
have checked with our
security advisers is the safety
of the players and the safety
of our staff, and neither are
at risk.
“There are a couple of
events that were happening
right in the area (of the
protests) but Fanling is not in
that area. We’ll monitor it on
a weekly basis but we’re
comfortable with the
tournament going ahead.”
Former Masters
champion Patrick Reed will
contest the event for the
fourth time and told PA he
had no concerns.
“No, not at all,” Reed said.
“I talked to the European
Tour, the tournament
director and it’s completely
safe to go over.
“Of course our team’s
watching it closely but at the
end of the day I feel
completely safe. I absolutely
love going to Hong Kong
and you get protests
everywhere.
“It doesn’t matter what city
you’re in, what state, what
country, there’s always
going to be a bad spot. Just
be mindful of where you’re
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going at all times and when
you do that you don’t have to
worry about anything.
“I’ve been going to Hong
Kong for years and every
time it’s been an absolutely
amazing experience and I
look forward to getting back
there and playing some
PA
good golf.”
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You may not have heard about Robert Karlsson (winner of the 2008
Race to Dubai) for a while as he is currently 135th on the Race to Dubai
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Sport

Benfica snatch victory in the Azores

Benfica held on to top spot with a hard-fought win against Santa Clara, FC Porto overcame local rivals
Boavista and Sporting followed up their Europa League success, against Rosenborg in Norway, with
victory over Lisbon rivals Belenenses.

Santa Clara player, Francisco Ramos (R), fights for the ball with Chiquinho of Benfica.
(Photo: Lusa/Eduardo Costa)

E
Ronaldo walks out on Juventus
lsewhere, league
newcomers
Famalicão
conceded further

ground in their ventures
near the top, succumbing
to a Moreirense comeback
to draw 3-3. SC Braga won

bragging rights in the
Minho Derby with a 2-0
away win at V.Guimarães.
Benfica have had a torrid

time in the UEFA
Champions League and
the latest defeat at Lyon
has left them bottom of
Group G on three points
from four games.
The trip to the Azores saw
the Primeira Liga leaders
a goal down after eighteen
minutes when Corvo
headed home at the back
post. Santa Clara
maintained the upper
hand either side of halftime before Vinicíus’
equaliser for Benfica in the
second-half, tapping in a
low-driven cross from
Pizzi. The midfield
provider turned goal
scorer as he squeezed
home Haris Seferovic’s
pass twelve minutes from
time to keep the Eagles in
pole position.
FC Porto, following their
disappointing defeat in the

Reports suggested that Ronaldo
called manager Maurizio Sarri a ‘son
of a whore’ before storming down the
tunnel to the changing rooms.
According to Gazzetta dello Sport,
the 34-year-old will not be fined for his
outburst at Sarri but will be expected
to apologise to his team-mates for not
returning to the bench. In addition
Ronaldo also risked receiving a twoyear ban due to anti-doping
regulations, after leaving the Allianz
Stadium before the end of the game,
but this is most unlikely.
Ronaldo’s outburst and lack of
punishment has underlined how the
five-time Ballon d’Or winner is above
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Moreirense to snatch a
point with a last gasp
penalty from Steven Vitória
after goals from Luís
Machado and Pedro
Nuno.
Following a drab goalless
first-half between Sporting
and Belenenses it was left
to the Lions ex-Atlético
Madrid and Valencia
striker Luciano Vietto to
bag a couple of goals
midway through the
second period to move
Sporting up to fourth
place; still ten points
below leaders Benfica.
SC Portimonense chalked
up their fourth 1-1 draw in
five games as they took a
point off Marítimo in
Madeira. Lucas
Fernandes goal keeps the
Portimão outfit just one
place above the drop
zone.

Volta ao Algarve 2020 to end with
time trial

Cristiano Ronaldo was subbed ten minutes after half-time in the 1-0
victory over AC Milan.
the law in Turin – something Sarri will
have to get used to, according to
Corriere dello Sport.
The Juventus manager confirmed
after the game that there was no issue
with Ronaldo and that he understands
his frustrations. The Italian boss
explained that injury was the reason
why he brought Ronaldo off in the
second-half. ‘We must thank Ronaldo,
because he made a sacrifice to be
there at all tonight in a difficult
situation,’ Sarri explained.
Ronaldo is now away on
international duty with Portugal and
will return for Juventus’ Serie A clash
with Atalanta next weekend. CW

Europa League against
Glasgow Rangers, were
determined to make
amends in the local derby
against Boavista even if
they were without Mateus
Uribe, Luís Diaz, Agustín
Marchesín and the lesserutilised Renzo Saravia.
The quartet received in
house suspensions for
club infractions. Reliance
fell on Alex Telles’
shoulders, with the fullback not disappointing
when providing a shot from
long range that was too hot
for Rafael Bracali to
handle to give Porto the
lead. And that’s the way it
stayed until the final
whistle.
The ever-impressive
Famalicão were three
goals to the good with only
twenty-seven minutes
remaining, but allowed

N

Juventus’ Cristiano Ronaldo (2-L) is
replaced by Paulo Dybala (2-R)
during the match between
Juventus FC and AC Milan.
(Photo: EPA/Alessandro Di Marco)

The ‘Volta ao Algarve’ 2020 cycle race, a UCI ProSeries
category competition that takes place between 19 and 23
February, is to end with an individual time trial, an
unprecedented final since 2013, the Portuguese Cycling
Federation said.
The 46th race kicks off on 19 February, from Portimão, with
a long stage that ends in Lagos, where it is expected to
reach the sprint.
The second stage will connect Sagres to Alto da Fóia, in
Monchique, the highest point in the Algarve, with the racers
having to climb Alferce and Pomba, before Foia, a climb of
8km at an average slope of 6.3 percent.
The third stage, scheduled for 21 February, will be a new
opportunity for sprinters, on a course of around 200km,
between Faro and Tavira.
The fourth stage will connect Albufeira to Alto do Malhão
(2.5km, with an average slope of 9.9 percent), with the final
circuit, between the first passage in Malhão and the end of
the stage, to be shorter than usual, with about 20km.
The race will end with an individual time trial of 20.3km,
competing in Lagoa, on the same route that in the past
received the third stage.
In 2019, Volta ao Algarve, a race that has brought the most
valuable squad to Portugal, was won by Slovenian Tadej
Pogacar (UAE-Emirates).

Valuable away win for Olhanense
Olhanense travelled to Sintra last Sunday for a difficult
game against fifth placed 1st Dezembro.
The visitors had an early scare when Yair Castro’s shot hit
the base of the post but on ten minutes Olhanense took the
lead when Leleco picked out Sapara, the league’s top goalscorer, who volleyed home past Hugo Cardoso. Yair Castro
levelled matters for Dezembro ten minutes before the break
but five minutes after the interval Caleb lobbed the ball over
the Dezembro defence and Sapara was on hand to calmly
nod the ball over the advancing keeper.
Zac Muzcat, who is in the Malta squad to play Spain in the
Euro2020 qualifiers, was in superb form at the heart of the
Olhanense defence.
The 2-1 victory gives Olhanense a four point cushion at the
top of the Campeonato Portugal.
On Sunday the ‘Rubio-negros’ are at home to Sacavenense
at the José Arcanjo Stadium, Olhão (behind McDonalds on
the EN125) kick-off 3.00pm. Olhanense has a hundred
percent home record this season having won all five games,
scoring nineteen goals and conceding just six.

